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Introduction
By picking up this second volume of Forbes & Fifth, you have discovered
a convergence. As you pore through these pages, you will see the result
of dedication to a common goal: the establishment of a meeting ground
for inspiration. Though all of our editors hail from different backgrounds,
we have come together to create a crossroad between previously parallel
paths.
You have stumbled upon the result of a year’s worth of unfaltering devotion. We have evolved enormously since our editors’ initial convening in January, 2012. Gathered into a room together for the first time, we knew nothing about the adventure upon which we were about to depart. One year
later, we have produced two powerful compilations of visionary works.
Our debut issue, originally dubbed a trial, was a resounding success. Within
one year, our scope has expanded to include submissions from all schools
within the University of Pittsburgh, and our subsequent volume will embrace submission from schools nationwide. And, in January, 2013, the online
component of Forbes & Fifth will become active.
You hold in your hands a magazine where all submissions are given equal
consideration. Your obsessions – whether they include music, poetry, archaeology, translation, computer science, biology, some combination of
these, or otherwise – may find a home within this magazine. We strongly
encourage any and all submissions driven by enthusiasm.
You have unwittingly enlisted in a legion of interdisciplinary rebels. We are a
conglomeration of expertise, a rendezvous of curiosity. We have been separated by disciplines, yet remain united by passion.
You transcend limits.
You overstep barriers.
You can see beyond the horizon, and we welcome you into our
midst.
Hail to Pitt.
The Editors
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L AUR A B R I TT O N
Laura Britton was born and raised r i g ht o u t s i d e o f N e w
York City. Her interests include l i s t e ni ng t o A Tr i b e
Called Quest and trying on different s ha d e s o f l i p s t i c k .
In her writing, Laura strives to cre a t e c ha r a c t e r s s o
relatable, and scenarios that hit so c l o s e t o ho m e , t ha t
she makes the reader uncomforta b l e . S he a l s o w r i t e s
i n hopes of being a good role mo d e l t o he r y o u ng e r
brother, a nd making her p arents pr o ud.
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Shelter
I have a hundred cans of Spam. I have two hundred pounds of
long grain white rice, four fifty gallon drums of grain, our, dried beans,
and nuts. A hundred gallons of water. I have thirty pounds of various
vacuum sealed cured meats, and eighty cans of various treated fruits.
I have a twenty pack of batteries, three ashlights, a battery powered
lamp, and four survival books. I have dug out my basement and fash
ioned a respectable fallout shelter for myself, and I am not coming out
until it’s all over.
Channel 4 has called for ooding and softball sized hail, Chan
nel 6 for winds that could uproot redwoods. Local public access news
has reported that dogs all over our neighborhood are slipping out of their
owners’ leashes and heading for higher ground. I am beginning to think
it will be everything described in the good book, short of Noah oating
around, collecting tigers and elephants by the twos. Scientists at MIT
and Carnegie Mellon had been predicting this storm for a week but I
had heard about this storm months ago at an odd hour on my short wave
radio from a host I’ve always trusted. I am prepared. In my beautifully
stocked shelter, I will wait out this storm, alone and in silence. Even
though I do have enough rations for two, and I opted to spend an extra
two hundred dollars on a king sized bed for the shelter, even though
Dana was supposed to bring the CDs for the stereo I pulled out of the
hallway closet.
Dana broke up with me two weeks ago. Her reasons were sus
pect, but I guess I can see where she was coming from. She hated how
much time I was spending on the shelter. I do miss her plays, her dinner
parties, her voice recitals, all for a cutout of space behind my unused
weight lifting bench. She hated having to talk about the big storm, as I
referred to it she hated talking about real issues. She was that way since
that guy broke my nose the day I met her.
We met at a concert at Garfield Artworks, in the audience wait
ing to see some pop punk band that cranked out two hits then slipped
away, later becoming a cult hit with a younger generation. The Cartog
raphers or something. I was alone. I again had been stood up by a friend
of mine. He decided that the possibility of acid was more interesting
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than the very real promise of attending a show with me, and I was begin
ning to understand his thought process. When I wasn’t sobbing over my
e girlfriend’s new, e treme
“When I wasn’t sobbing dislike of me, I was calling ev
over
my
ex-girlfriend’s ery contact in my address book
new, extreme dislike of me, threatening suicide—a threat
I was calling every contact no one, including myself, took
i n my a d dress book threat- seriously. Cut it out, Jim,
ening suicide—a threat no you’re fine, my friend Ale
one, including myself, took would say over the phone.
seriously.”
And I know you didn’t take
a whole fucking bottle of as
pirin. I took your bottle when I left yesterday, and you don’t have any
vodka either, took that too.
And so there I was, standing alone, on the outskirts of the crowd,
unshaven, reeking of beer and my own ripe body odor, staring at a beau
tiful girl wrapped in the thick arms of a man wearing surgical steel in
his face, a thug of a boyfriend. Only—no. The boyfriend was gone now,
the product of a dispute I must not have noticed. She was sulking. She
was standing alone, like me. I remember having the feeling of solidarity.
eah, I ust got dumped too. I know your pain, I thought, nodding.
Right on.
I don’t know where I found the motivation. Maybe it was an im
age I had of myself, lying naked and alone in an unfurnished apartment,
eating overripe bananas and deep dish pizza for the rest of my life, but
somehow I was moved forward. My feet were self governing, a sover
eign nation, making decisions without my consent. Those independent,
eshy legs brought me over to Dana.
I mumbled something about the band. Something lame, some
thing she probably would’ve ignored if my crusty lips hadn’t been
inches from her perfect ear. But I couldn’t even hear myself, so it was
no surprise when she cupped her ear with heavily ringed fingers and
squawked, What I opened my mouth wider, a gaping hole in a piti
able face, and yelled directly at her.
I LIKE THIS BAND.
A fist slammed the bridge of my nose, my eye socket, my blad
der. I was on the oor, being trampled by thick rubber boots. I saw from
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the depths Dana pushing the guy, rings pounding into his chest, mouth
ing fuck you into his face. She crouched, meeting my eye line for ust
a second, then she snaked her arms behind my back and knees and—
with a strength that has faded since her punk days—lifted me, fully, off
the ground. My blood made a home in her sleeves. Embarrassed, I shook
my wiry body from her arms. She told me her name was Dana. She said
she liked my earring.
She walked me back to my house a few blocks away, sopping
up my blood with her cardigan. But not delicately, like nurses do in
movies. I cried the whole way.
“Up in m y b a t hr o o m , s he
I was sure my nose was bro
ken. Up in my bathroom, she convince d m e t o l e t he r p o p
convinced me to let her pop my nose b a c k i nt o p l a c e ;
my nose back into place she she said she had do ne it b e said she had done it before. A fore. A y e a r l a t e r s he t o l d
year later she told me that had me that had b ee n a l ie. ”
been a lie.
My nose did snap back in to place. My tank top had turned into a
saturated paper towel, covered in blood and sweat. I imagined I smelled
like one of those animal enthusiasts, the type who rubs feces on their
necks and under their arms to disguise their human scent as not to con
fuse feral beasts, to be one with their carnal ways. What I am trying to
tell you is: I smelled like shit. Dana had se with me anyway.
But she was gone by nine the ne t morning. She left a note on
the condom wrapper written in permanent marker: See you around.
Whenever I brought up the story of how we met, Dana would
deny that the guy she was with, the guy I’d seen inching his tattooed fin
gers up her thighs and under her dress, was her boyfriend. And I always
told her that after she fi ed my nose I asked around, that the two months
between that incident and the ne t Cartographers concert were full of
taps on vaguely identical girls’ shoulders followed by defeated apolo
gies. I told her I looked for her in hair dye aisles of corner stores and
ambiance punk folk shows all over Pittsburgh, but I couldn’t find her. I
didn’t even know her last name.
It wasn’t until a show in May that I saw her again, standing near
a drumset, drinking malt liquor from a 40 ounce bottle. I rushed over,
an eager schoolboy seeing his celebrity idol on the street, but by the
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time I reached her she was gone up the stairs to the stage. The familiar
twanging of guitar strings, tuning, a mic check too. Up there, on stage,
there she was, behind a red bass guitar, slapping and pulling at the thick
strings. She was astonishing. She was Athena, and that Ibanez was her
spear. When I chased her down after the show, she said she recognized
me. My nose too. She asked if I wanted to get drinks after the show,
apologized for leaving that day before either of us actually became ac
quaintances. She took me to a gay bar she later told me she was ust
feeling me out.
She fell asleep in my arms that night, her heavy drunken breath
on my chest. Her hair was matted inside my armpit, but I didn’t want to
move, I didn’t want her to move. I fell in love with the upward curve of
her nose, her sunken cheeks, the slight lisp she had after a few drinks. I
marveled at her ability to pick up any instrument and play it instantly, as
if she grew up taking lessons. It was months of bliss.
A year later we had moved out of my soiled apartment, bought
a town house together, and sold out. But I was happy to do so. I had
Dana. I got a ob at an advertising agency. Dana moved her way up the
corporate ladder at a company that puts out sheet music of top 40 hits.
We sorted our recycling on Sunday night, after dinner and before The
Simpsons, and she would take it out Monday morning before work. We
shopped at locally owned stores, and whatever we couldn’t find in town,
we secretly bought at Whole Foods. Our friends stopped calling to in
vite us to their gigs, but we hardly noticed. We spent most weekends at
Dana’s parents’ cabin in Western Pennsylvania, or at my sister’s house
visiting my niece and nephew. Dana got rid of her eyebrow ring and had
her hair bleached back to its natural blonde in a salon. I took out my ear
ring and went down to The E change and traded my Misfits t shirts for
button downs. Our stick and poke tattoos, now hidden under cardigans
and blazers, were the only reminders of our past life.
I was ready to ask
“I was read y t o a s k he r t o
her to marry me, I really
marry me, I r e a l l y w a s , b u t
was, but when news of
when news o f t he s t o r m c a m e
the storm came around, I
around, I fou nd m y s e l f d i p p i ng
found myself dipping into
into m y savi ngs f o r the r ing in
my savings for the ring in
order to bu il d the s hel te r . ”
order to build the shelter. I
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could see Dana becoming an ious, scared that if I didn’t pop the ques
tion soon, she would grow too old, miss the boat of marriage, and die an
old maid. I tried to e plain to her that I ust wanted to finish this pro ect,
that the shelter was important to both of us, that I loved her but the ring
had to wait.
Dana wasn’t going to wait any longer. She had her things packed
and was at her parent’s house within three days. She left a note on the
back of a receipt: Call when the storm passes. This was before the earth
quake tore up Fifth Avenue.
I was sitting in our half empty bedroom, finishing a bottle of
whiskey, when the wind threw open the French doors, blowing through
our room, taking down the pictures Dana had hung on the wall meticu
lously when we moved in. I closed the doors, picked the frames up, and
pulled out the photos inside, tacking them up on the walls again with
pieces of tape. A few days later, when the roof came down, the photo
graphs were crushed in the rubble. I stood out in the grey of the morning
in my bo ers with a mug of whiskey and dusted off the glass and dirt and
looked at the photos—Dana and my smiles now morphed and mangled
by the ood—and decided it was time to take shelter in the basement.
That was two hours ago, and now from my shelter I can hear the
wind kicking up pieces of other people’s lives, wreckage. Throwing it
into the air and catching it in a spiral of dust and debris, ust a tunnel of
ruins, the lives of others moving through the city at 130 miles per hour,
as I sit in silence, in my shelter, alone.
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WA S I Q S H EI K H
Wasiq Sheikh is a junior pursuing a ne u r o s c i e nc e m a j o r
and chemistry and bioengineering m i no r s . H e e nj oy s
science, music, current affairs, p o l i t i c s , a nd s p e nd s
much of his free time either playing gu i t a r o r l i f t i ng a t
the gym. His musical tastes have o f t e n b e e n d e s c r i b e d
as ec c ent ri c, ranging from m elodic de ath me tal to Gregorian chanting. Wasiq’s ultimate l i f e go a l i s t o e nt e r
med i c a l s c hool to become a neuro s ur geo n o r , al te r na ti vely , t o become a w orld- fam ou s r o c k s tar .
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Schizophrenia and a Means to Study It

The two paintings depicted above were created by Bryan Charn
ley, an aspiring painter who suffered two mental breakdowns during his
time at art school. Bryan was later diagnosed with schizophrenia. Start
ing in 1991, he began to paint portraits to e press his feelings during
his treatments.1 The painting on the left was made in early April, 1991.
During this time, he was heavily medicated with antipsychotics. The
painting on the right was made a month later, after his medication dos
age was reduced. He wrote about his noticeable shift in e pression: I
feel I am always divided
“‘I feel I am always divided against myself by my
against myself by myself. self. Again, the nail in the
A g a i n, t he nail in the m ou th mouth e presses my so
expresses my social ineptitude cial ineptitude and an in
and an inability to socialize ability to socialize which
whi c h ma kes m e a target.’ ”
makes me a target. Still I
feel I am giving off strong
personality vibrations, hence the wavy lines emanating from my head. 2
Bryan committed suicide in July, 1991. It is clear from Bryan’s written
accounts and his artwork that schizophrenia altered his perceptions and
distorted reality.
Schizophrenia is a neurodevelopmental disorder that affects
0.5 1.0 of the world’s population.3 The disease usually comes to
clinical attention around late adolescence and early adulthood. Around
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10 of patients will eventually commit suicide, while most will eventu
ally e perience some form of lifetime disability. To be diagnosed with
schizophrenia, a patient must meet certain criteria established by the
American Psychiatric Association, which are elucidated in the Diag
nostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders DSM .4 Symptoms
of schizophrenia are generally grouped into three domains: 1 Positive
symptoms disordered thoughts and speech, sensory hallucinations
perceptual disturbances , and delusions false beliefs that are held de
spite contradictory evidence 2 Negative symptoms
at emotion,
alogia lack of speech , anhedonia lack of pleasure from normal activ
ity , and asociality lack of motivation to engage in social behavior 3
Cognitive symptoms deficits in cognitive control, which is the ability
to plan, initiate and control goal directed behavior.3 Once diagnosed, an
tipsychotic medications are usually given as the first course of treatment.
Currently, there are medications available which alleviate the positive
and negative symptoms, but there is no effective treatment for cognitive
dysfunction. So while positive and negative symptoms are most com
monly associated with the illness and are more or less treatable, recent
evidence suggests that the deficiencies in cognitive domains are the core
dysfunction of the illness.5
Cognitive control, as the name implies, is regulated by the
brain. The human brain is divided into many different areas made up of
specific circuits that are responsible for integrating and processing dif
ferent streams of information; these circuits are comprised of neurons,
which are the basic fundamental units of the nervous system. Neurons
communicate with each other using signaling molecules, and can be di
vided into two basic classes: e citatory and inhibitory. The ma or way
this communication occurs is through the release of signaling molecules
that bind to other neurons in pro imity. The ma ority of e citatory neu
rons use glutamate as their signaling molecule, while the ma ority of
inhibitory neurons use aminobutyric acid GABA . A unique aspect of
neurons is that they have a specific voltage threshold that, when crossed,
causes them to have a ood of activity that results in communication
with other neighboring cells. E citatory neurotransmitter input causes
a neuron to approach its voltage threshold, and inhibitory input causes
it to recede from the threshold. Whether a neuron crosses its threshold,
causing the release of its signaling molecules, depends on the amount of
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e citatory and inhibitory inputs onto it.
The communication between these neurons within specific
circuits allows for specific tasks to be accomplished. The coordinated
activity of neurons within these circuits is imperative for processing in
formation, because without it, the system would go haywire. Think of
the brain as one giant machine with many individual parts that perform
specific functions to communicate signals. Connections between the
parts form a specific local circuit, which in turn is connected to another
circuit, and the integrity of the connections between the circuits is what
determines the processing power of the machine. Thus, if the functional
integrity of the machine is compromised, the system goes awry. This is
the basic idea behind cognitive dysfunction in schizophrenia. Therefore,
by studying how neurons communicate within the circuit we can try to
understand what parts of the machine are altered in schizophrenia. In
the brain, cognitive control, in part, is achieved through the coordinated
e citatory and inhibitory activity of neurons within the dorsolateral pre
frontal cortex6 DLPFC :

Within the machinery of the DLPFC, the fundamental unit is the neuron:

A n i l l u s t r a t i on o f a t y p i c a l
excitatory pyramidal
ne uron
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The soma of a neuron is the cell body, where the ma ority of the
cell’s organelles reside. E tending off of the soma are two specialized
kinds of pro ections: the a on and the dendrite. Dendrites are branched
pro ections that serve to accumulate and conduct the electrochemical
input received from other neurons to the soma. Dendrites may have
spines, which are protrusions that typically receive inputs from other
neurons. The other pro ection, the a on, is where the ood of activity
occurs once a neuron reaches threshold. This activity races down the
axon until it reaches the axon terminal, where it stimulates the release of
neurotransmitters onto other neurons.
E citatory pyramidal neurons receive e citatory and inhibitory
inputs from neighboring pyramidal neurons and inhibitory interneurons,
respectively. An overwhelming ma ority of e citatory inputs occur on
the dendritic spines of pyramidal neurons, whereas inhibitory inputs are
located across the entire neuron. E citatory effects onto pyramidal cells
occur through glutamate signaling and inhibitory effects onto pyramidal
cells occur through aminobutyric acid GABA signaling. This simply
means that an e citatory cell releases glutamate onto pyramidal cells to
e cite them, and an inhibitory cell releases GABA onto the pyramidal
cells to inhibit them. The overall output of the neuron, then, depends on
the integration of e citatory and inhibitory inputs within a given time
frame.
While there are many ways to study the brain, a technique called
immuno uorescence microscopy is especially useful for visualizing the
different parts that make up neuronal circuits. This technique requires
a brain, and the brains used are ones that have been graciously donated
by families of deceased individuals. Once a human brain is obtained,
various brain areas like the DLPFC are sliced and stored in a special
preservative solution. Then, once slices have been obtained, the ne t
step of the process is to run immunohistochemistry or staining on the
slices of brain tissue. Basically, this allows for the labeling of differ
ent components of the neuronal circuits with different colors. By hav
ing different components labeled with different colors, the visualization
and differentiation between components becomes possible. The tissue is
then placed on a uorescent microscope and images of the stained tis
sue are taken. The process of image acquisition is long and tedious, but
these images provide a snapshot of intact neuronal circuits that can be
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sub ected to three dimensional analysis.
Three dimensional analysis can provide important information
about the circuit in question: the components of the circuit can be high
lighted, the number of components within a circuit can be measured, the
communication targets of certain components can be determined, the
actual length and width of components can be measured, and the rela
tive levels of components within other components can be measured.
This type of analysis is e tremely powerful when trying to e amine
disease states like schizophrenia. With immuno uorescence micros
copy, a normal circuit can
“ Does a p erson w ith schiz o - be e amined and assessed.
phrenia have fewer parts? Then, diseased brain tissue
Is there the same number of can be analyzed in the same
pa rts but altered exp ression way and be compared to the
within those parts? If, in a normal tissue. This allows
normal circuit, a component for the discovery of altera
consists of other parts, are tions within these circuits.
all the other parts altered or Does a person with schizo
phrenia have fewer parts
only a ha ndful?”
Is there the same number of
parts but altered e pression
within those parts If, in a normal circuit, a component consists of other
parts, are all the other parts altered or only a handful These are the sorts
of questions that are asked in my work lab.
Immuno uorescence microscopy and other e perimental tech
niques have shown that both markers of e citation and inhibition are
altered in the DLPFC in patients with schizophrenia. For e ample, in
schizophrenia, there is a twenty percent decrease in the density of den
dritic spines in the DLPFC, which suggests altered e citatory signal
ing. ,9 Furthermore, markers of inhibitory signaling are altered in schizo
phrenia as a result of altered gene products and proteins.10,11,12
Research is ongoing and the specific aspects of these systems
are being e amined. The ultimate goal is to characterize every unique
circuit in the DLPFC. By characterizing unique circuits by the number of
parts, their specific targets, and their development, diseases like schizo
phrenia can be pinpointed to alterations in aspects of the overall circuit.
Alterations in the circuit can mean there are communication problems
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and thus synchrony prob
lems. Once these specific
“‘I realised tha t t he f e a r c a u s e d
changes are identified,
by the ange r … i s c a u s i ng m e
they can then be used to
to hallu cinate tel e p athy… C an
develop specific medi
this ever change o r w il l the an cations that attempt to
ger always re m a i n? ’ ”
alleviate the symptoms
associated with certain
neurological diseases. Bryan Charnley wrote the following on June 2 th,
1991: I realised that the fear caused by the anger is causing me to
hallucinate telepathy Can this ever change or will the anger always
remain My hope is that through the research I conduct in my lab, I
can contribute to an ever growing body of knowledge that will eventu
ally aid in helping to restore the brain back to its optimum function, so
that people like Bryan Charnley can better cope with their psychological
illnesses.
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MATTH EW KI ZIOR
Matthew Kizior is a sop homore pu r s u i ng d e g r e e s i n R e ligious Studies and History. He has w r i t t e n on d i v e r s e
topi cs , ra ng ing from the religious the me s o f Harr y Po tter to a com p arison betw een C hris tian and Hindu mys ticism. When not studying or writi ng p a p e r s , he w o r k s
at the Asian Studies Center helping t e a c he r s p i c k ou t
Miy azaki films, and stu dent teache s a t a s c ho o l i n Mo n ta na on a Blackfeet Reservation dur in g the s ummer. I n
between these activities, Matthew i s a p r a c t i t i one r o f
Zen meditation and Tai Chi.
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Ameritaku: How Goku Beat Superman
Introduction
Walt Disney once stated that he would never patronize his
audience: children who devotedly followed and loved his work. Disney
fully e pected that his young audience would be more than capable of
understanding the deeper and darker motifs included in his work, beyond
the cute animation and catchy songs. Western animation no longer seems
to hold to this standard of appealing to an intelligent audience. When
one thinks of e amples of popular Western animation, Family Guy and
The Simpsons may be the first to come to mind. A fan of anime, however,
may think differently. They may suggest titles like Cowboy Bebop or
Samurai Champloo, shows which meld casual storytelling with comple
themes and high stakes.
But wait Some of you may be thinking, isn’t anime ust a bunch
of people with oversized hair and eyes yelling at and fighting with each
other I will not deny that some of these stereotypes do e ist, yet anime
has managed, in general, to stay true to Disney’s aforementioned ideal.
Anime is a subgenre of animation that has captured the hearts of millions
of Westerners by giving them rich stories and characters that Western
media rarely produces through either live action or animation. Using
themes ranging from haunted criminal pasts to metaphysics, anime has
transcended cultures and stereotypes by giving us stories that speak to
multiple aspects of a person simultaneously.
It’s funny, actually. Anime, with its adult themes and complicated
plots, would not e ist in its current form if a certain young Japanese boy
had not gone to see Bambi. Disney kept his word after all.
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Chapter 1
Mighty Atom: The New Art Form
“These are unbelievable forms of expression. You just don’t see that in the
cartoon form anywhere else.” – Steve Alpert1

The forms we know as anime and manga have been part of Japan
for some time. Japanese artists have e pressed stories and depicted the
spirit world on painted scrolls for hundreds of years, telling stories of the
supernatural and dramatic aspects of life from different perspectives.2 A
Japanese artist by the name of Hokusai 1 40 1 49 would draw inspi
ration not only from such works, but from the world around him as well,
these inspirations and interests lending to an art form that was precise
and concise, suggestive and naturalistic, and had
a ma imum of e
pression with a minimum of materials. 3 Hokusai’s styles and the style
of these scrolls would be followed by subsequent generations who were
fond of the paintings and scenes evoked through the artwork, using such
style in pre World War II manga and animated war propaganda as well.
et, the form of manga and anime we have come to know and love today
is of a post war variety post apocalyptic, even.
The dropping of the atomic bomb on Nagasaki and Hiroshima,
as well as the fire bombings of cities such as Tokyo, created a trauma
tized and broken Japan. There were the traditions of old and the in u
ences of generations past, but there was no modern framework on which
to base pure anime or manga conventions. The propaganda anime of
the World War II years was now wiped from everyone’s thoughts as the
nuclear e plosions and defeat tore from the minds of the Japanese any
hope of victory. Indeed, the vision of a victorious, virtuous Japan
crashed to reality, along with the ma or publishing houses of Japan.4
During Reconstruction, the anime and manga industries were ignored
completely. According to the e pert Gilles Poitras,
The decade after the war was a hard one for both anime and
cinema the manga industry grew as a cheap form of entertain
ment one could easily rent manga from special shops, prede
cessors to video stores. 5
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The manga and anime artists were thus out of the view of the
public eye, ourishing in areas of society to which the everyday people
of Japan didn’t normally pay attention. They were able to e press feel
ings and an ieties through artwork that was not permissible in Japanese
society at large, due to the code of strict conduct that still e isted at those
times. et, the artists went on with their work as they saw fit within the
new underground movement, e pressing what a certain kind of brave,
new world truly feels, looks, and acts like. 6 The fact that manga and
anime now had this freedom to address societal traumas in a free and
e pressive way was what would give the medium its new identity as a
creative outlet. et, this new redefinition of the medium and its identity
had ties to the past.
During the years of American occupation of the Japanese islands,
there was a wealth of American animation that entered the Asian nation,
giving these aspiring post war artists e posure to new ideas and new in
spirations. Among these American animators whose works invaded Ja
pan was Walt Disney, his
“Among the people who went Mickey Mouse cartoons
to see Disney’s works in the and movies appearing on
theater was Osamu Tezuka… screens overseas. Among
[who later created] new works the people who went to
a nd s tori es that w ould even- see Disney’s works in the
tually become ‘the blueprint theater was Osamu Tezuka
192 19 9 , who went
for Japanese manga and anime
to
see Bambi numerous
artists.’ ”
times. Originally, Tezuka
had attended college and
obtained a medical degree, but as the years progressed he found him
self more attached to the drawing of manga. While other studios were
on the rise creating work as well, Tezuka was busy creating new works
and stories that would eventually become the blueprint for Japanese
manga and anime artists. In Tezuka’s works, there was a wealth of
sub ect matter and stories confronted, from a willingness to confront
the messiness of the human body to telling the story of the Buddha in
often graphically violent and erotic detail. These were testament to the
how the stories were really good. The depth of character, the variety
of sub ect matter. And there was not a need to have happy endings. 8
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With the wealth of story and works Tezuka was capable of producing,
publishers ocked to him for new work.
His works were able to appeal to a vast audience, as is evi
denced by one of his early manga works eventually selling 400,000
copies. 9 His stories were becoming popular, his characters were reach
ing a memorable status, and by the 1950s, people were looking to his
work to help vitalize a returning anime industry. Indeed, Tezuka saw
the potential for the medium of anime and definitely wanted his work to
appear on the television. As the 1960s approached, the anime industry
in Japan became a more lucrative business, and Tezuka wanted in badly.
He sold a few of his early works to Toei Animation, a powerhouse in
the realm of anime then and now. After he allowed his works to appear
for that production studio in 1961, Tezuka established Mushi Produc
tions so that his own work could appear on the big screen along with the
hits Toei was churning out. To compete with the production studios, the
god of manga set the price for his work at an absurdly low roughly
3,000 dollars per episode allowing him to dominate the Japanese
airwaves with his titles while competing studios dropped out of sight. 10
This allowed for Tezuka’s characters to appear on the scene, lending to
new anime and manga phenomena, one of which finding its way into
America.
When Tezuka decided to make his way into the realm of televised
media, he chose one character in particular: Tetsuwan Atomu Mighty
Atom . The Mighty Atom is a boy robot created by a scientist to resurrect
the memory of his dead son. After a series of events, the Mighty Atom
soon becomes the savior of the futuristic world he inhabits, coming into
contact with characters and situations that help him solve problems and
defeat villains. The character was rather refined for what could be con
sidered a comic book character, with emotions and issues that were at
the time different from other child oriented anime, occasionally dealing
with moralistic issues of violence and humanity. et, the stories were al
ways compelling and soon an estimated 40 percent of all households in
Japan tuned in to watch the robot boy’s ne t adventure. 11 NBC Films in
America noticed the popularity of the show overseas, as well as its low
production costs the mouths of the characters barely moved and numer
ous frames were repeatedly used . They acquired copies of the anime
and saw its potential, redubbing Tetsuwan Atomu with the name Astro
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Boy. So, in September, 1963, NBC sent the program into syndication,
where it proved to be popular among its young viewers. 12 In response
to the popularity, American production and television companies saw
the potential to import possible popular shows as well, bringing other
shows to the states that became known as Kimba the White Lion and
Speed Racer.13 et, anime would not become as popular in America dur
ing these years as it would in decades to come. Anime often lacked the
quality of American animation and numerous scenes were cut out due
to how anime was portraying violence in children’s programming. 14
Simply put, going through all this work to market a potentially popular
show to younger viewers was not worth the time and effort.
Thus, Japanese animation, even though it had great appeal, made
no inroads into television and, from 196 through 19 , no new Japa
nese cartoons made the transition to U.S. television. 15 However, this by
no means meant Japanese production studios were slacking off. Tezuka
himself was producing more sophisticated manga for an older anime
audience in Japan, writing and drawing what would become the epic
masterpieces known as Buddha and Phoenix. In fact, all around plots
in most anime and manga were getting more complicated, e amples be
ing Space Battleship Yamato and Macross. These new sci fi epics were
starting a new chapter in the history of anime and manga, with intricate
and dramatic storylines appearing quite frequently, showing production
companies across the Pacific that there was more to anime than simply
giant robot and superhero shows. 16 The genre of sci fi was still not
entirely within the realm of popular consciousness, until another Japa
nese cinema inspired film, Star Wars, premiered in 19 . Inspired by
filmmaker Akira Kurosawa’s The Hidden Fortress, Star Wars brought
the sci fi genre into the mainstream and made it e tremely popular.
Soon, young children everywhere were clamoring to be like Luke Sky
walker or Han Solo, and American production companies picked up on
its popularity. With only a library of Looney Tunes cartoons and numer
ous Hanna-Barbera produced shows, the production companies looked
towards Japan for a plethora of shows to choose from that were already
part of the genre. Anime was preparing to make a comeback into the
American market, and this time around, it would be staying.
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Chapter 3
Destroy the Past and Enter the Future:
Akira to Evangelion
“When a man tries to see into the distance, what does he do?
He narrows his eyes.”– Lady Miyako (Akira)17
“You must seize the future. It is what you live for!” – Kaworu Nagisa to
Ikari Shinji (Neon Genesis Evangelion)18

During the late 19 0s, an artist by the name of Katsuhiro tomo
turned the anime and manga industry on its head. His epic masterpiece,
one of the greatest manga and anime films ever made, is a psychological
thriller the likes of which had never been attempted before. His work,
Akira, included themes of a different quality than anything Osamu Tezu
ka could ever have conceived, characters that were as comple as ever,
and included philosophies that somehow found room to fit in the same
frame. tomo’s work found critical acclaim, and Japanese fans from
all over the island nation bought it to see e actly how this manga was
breaking barriers. A post apocalyptic world ravaged by corruption and
urbanization, the story was about psychic super humans. It e posed the
fragility of the human psyche and tore at the fabric of time and space.
Its setting in the world of Neo Tokyo revealed humankind in a state of
disrepair and fear. From
beginning to end, the “[Akira] expo s e d t he f r a gi l i t y o f
inhabitants were pushed the human ps y c he a nd t o r e a t
to their final limits. The the fabric of t i m e a nd s p a c e . ”
characters were either
disturbed or awed. The
anti hero Tetsuo and hero Kaneda are children deemed troublemakers
by society. They are sent to reform school, where they follow the path
of lawless biker gangs. et, from their lowly beginnings, they are thrust
into the core of a struggle the universe is having with Tetsuo and the im
mensely powerful child Akira, the mentally evolved form of man. Never
before had such characters been on the pages of a manga, and never had
the dark aspects of life shone so brightly within the annals of tankobon
manga collection .
What was successful in Japan also proved to be successful for
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Akira in America. Even though the manga had been published by Mar
vel before the film had reached American shores, the manga did not find
the following that the movie would soon have. Most of what has been
described above stayed intact within the film, e cept for the ending. et,
as Simon Richmond writes,
As Hiroshima was to warfare, so was Akira to the film indus
try: after Akira, no one would ever look at Japanese anima
tion quite the same way again Akira’s revved up energy barely
flags for a second as it unfolds its tale of sinister establishment
plots and dark, doom laden menace. 19

No other anime had the same feel or look as Akira. It stood alone within
the pantheon of the greatest anime and manga ever written. The film
itself was a technological achievement
Akira was a visual tour de
force, including e periments in digital animation that were to stun au
diences worldwide, en oying greater success abroad than in its country
of origin.’ 20 No one was e pecting it. Akira was essentially a surprise,
a mystery within the fold of the Japanese anime production world that
would be a slap in the face to international audiences. Not only had
anime evolved from black and white, low quality television series such
as Astro Boy, it had ultimately proven itself against Western animation.
The barriers were blown to bits, and the American anime boom of the
1990s started.
The sophistication and depth of Akira attested to the fact that
American audiences wanted more from their animation. They were
not satisfied with their slap stick cartoons or their child oriented plots.
American audiences wanted something to relate to, something they
could understand on levels that were rarely touched within Western
animation. This sophistication was essentially a type of trademark that
the American anime audience looked for, and soon found, in another
appealing anime and manga of the late 0s and early 90s known as
Ranma ½.
The series focuses on Ranma Saotome and his father, both of
whom are af icted by an odd curse. Ranma is changed into a girl and
back into a boy at some points, and his father is fated to be a panda be
cause of his love of food. The manga and anime deal with the issue of
constructing gender identity at the individual level and the public level
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of society’s e pectations for gender norms through which Ranma un
wittingly spreads confusion and sometimes outright craziness at every
turn. 21 Ranma ½’s formula was then something that many teenagers
could relate to, as the protagonist was thrown into maddening and crazy
situations he was not used to, something many teenagers are sub ected
to throughout their begrudging adolescent lives. Ranma ½ was a manga
and anime of hilarious situations and gender bending rules, but the way
it integrated the situations into the story in such a seamless way im
pressed people. Ranma ½ was particularly favorable not only because it
was funny, but also because it was believable in some respects.
The anime and manga of the 19 0s were adored by thousands
for the comple science fiction narratives they offered during a time
when American film and television media were rife with the usual fare
of sitcoms and dramas. The different and deep storylines, as stated nu
merous times before, would still prove to bring American audiences
ocking to the medium at an unprecedented rate. The anime Ghost in
the Shell would attest to that. Coming out around 1995, it was a psy
chological thriller that looked to copy the success of Akira. It did so. A
memorable anime, the intellectual depth
and ethereal music score
would make it a distinctive anime for its comple ity, which was a type
that was similar to other anime, but different in the ways it was ap
proached.22 Set in a futuristic Hong Kong, the technology of heroine
Motoko Kusanagi’s time allows humans to receive cybernetic upgrades,
she herself being one of those humans. While in the process of hunting
down a hacker known as Puppet Master with the rest of her covert po
lice force, she has an identity crisis as she questions if her soul, the only
thing that truly makes her human, is real.23
The adult nature of anime was always a factor in its popular
ity, and Ghost in the Shell kept true to that reputation. The anime con
tained apocalyptic and unreliable narrative threads sewn into the fabric
of their mise en scene, a testament to the aspects of anime that make
viewers watch because of how anime provides a deeper engagement
with their art forms to what we e pect and demand from portrayals
of reality. 24 Especially within the narrative of Ghost in the Shell, the
absence of easily definable dilemmas, moralities, or resolutions that run
through the form, yet the case by case approach to life’s innumerable
narratives are what made Ghost in the Shell as popular as it was.25 Peo
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ple were able to relate to the growing comple ity of narratives within
anime. As the fans of the 19 0s grew older, they saw that life was not as
clear cut as they may have been led to believe. Anime was reaffirming
in that sense. The doubts and fears we held as an American people were
finally being addressed through a foreign media. The emotional com
ple ity the 1990s provided was enlightening to the fans who had grown
up with edited versions of anime. 1995 would only continue to prove
this to be e tremely true.
With Akira, boundaries nobody knew e isted had been broken,
and with subsequent popular 90s manga and anime, American audi
ences were able to delve into stories that the mainstream of our Western
culture was never very comfortable with. But the true beast was yet to
come. The advent of barriers being broken came faster than e pected,
and with the premiere of Neon Genesis Evangelion in 1995, no one
would be looking to the last decade for inspiration ever again.
Neon Genesis Evangelion was the brainchild of Hideaki Anno
and the answer to a thousand fans’ prayers. Featuring a whiny teenager
as the main hero, Shin i Ikari is known as the Third Child, the third in a
group of 14 year old teenagers who are the only people capable of pi
loting mechas giant robots another trademark of the anime industry
known as EVA units. Within those units, they battle against the threat
known as the Angels, beings who will bring about the downfall of man
kind if they are not defeated. Thrust into an uncomfortable world, Shin i
must deal with the complexities of his duties and his life at the same
time, coping with a stressful and distant relationship with his father and
his personal relationships with his fellow pilots, Rei Ayanami and Asuka
Soryu.
The plot thickens quickly within this short anime, with the mo
tivations of Shin i’s father, the director of the program that oversees the
EVA units, gradually being called into question. In fact, things are not
what they appear to be: Shin i’s father plans on awakening the souls of
the original humans, Adam and Lilith, and use their power to revert hu
mankind back into a primordial liquid known as LCL, thereby destroy
ing the concept of loneliness while abolishing the individual identities
of all human beings. In the end, before the apocalypse they all e pect to
come, the episodes look at the inner minds of the characters, revealing
an ieties and fears that have been repressed under a fa ade of stoicism,
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liveliness, or dedication. Each character is disturbed or dealing with is
sues of inferiority, showing them to be fragile pawns in a game that
consumes the world.
Neon Genesis Evangelion became the defining anime of the ear
ly 1990s, and as one watches the series, he or she can clearly see why.
Compared to the science fiction storylines present within Battle Ship
Yamato and Gatchaman, Evangelion has an extreme degree of complex
ity and even neurosis that was never seen before. While Evangelion had
included many of the old story archetypes, the way Anno and his staff
made the personalities and egos of the characters come into con ict
while still having enough time to finish the episode with stellar battle
sequences was amazing and impressive. If people were breathless when
they viewed Akira, they would be in awe after seeing Evangelion. The
anime also proved that master class storytelling was not bound to the
realm of cinema or early manga, but with a degree of individuality pres
ent within certain aspects of each story, Anno was able to morph what
seemed to be a regular mecha storyline young pilots have to save the
earth/universe while dealing with political machinations and/or sinis
ter plots that can psychologically take you apart and make you think
about things a lot more deeply. 26 To this day, it is still considered by
many fans as the definitive anime.’ 2
These anime and others in between the genre defining Akira
and mind bending Evangelion were a glimpse into a bright, multifaceted
future of animation in America. The new possibilities the previous si
or seven years had opened up in terms of the themes that could be con
fronted, the storylines that could be told, and the characters that could
be formed put anime in a ripe position in America for gaining attention.
It too, with hits such as Cowboy Bebop and Gundam Wing, would soon
be within the grasp of American cable producers. et, there was also a
burgeoning growth in the youth industry that would follow the more
mature anime across the Pacific, essentially setting up the third time that
the youth of America would be targeted with anime, with which Ameri
can cable and production studios would then be able to e ploit within
the realm of merchandising. Although, this time around, children would
be more preoccupied with attempting to catch ’em all than with the
exploits of orphans in space.
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Chapter 4
Saiyans and Saturdays:
The Youth Boom
“Pi-ka-pi!” – Pikachu, the mascot of Pokémon
“I am the warrior you have heard of in legends, pure of heart and awakened by fury, that’s what I am! I am the Super Saiyan, Son Goku!” – Son
Goku (Dragon Ball Kai)

i. The First Wave
The late 1990s would see a surge in interest among the new
and younger generation. Interest in the old days of anime would resur
face on television, when MTV brought back Speed Racer
and The
Cartoon Network aired G Force Battle of the Planets on their chan
nel in 1995. 28 et, the anime of the late 60s and early 0s would not
compare with the new anime and manga that would make their mark
on the ensuing years. No longer were children interested in the science
fiction epics of the days when that was all fans had. Especially when the
American market was being ooded with new stories being tried out by
different companies in America, there would be a plethora of previously
untouched material reaching
“ ...the a nime these compa - the airwaves of suburban
nies were pu tting on televi - ites. From Fo Broadcasting
sion for American audiences Company to Turner Broad
would lea d to a rejuvenation casting, to FUNimation and
of Ja pa nese m edia in Amer - Toei, the anime these compa
nies were putting on televi
ica...”
sion for American audiences
would lead to a re uvenation
of Japanese media in America, leading not only to certain shows finding
powerful sway, but video games and manga as well.
Around 199 , the video game magazine Nintendo Power sent
out a promotional video cassette to its subscribers. When one put the
cassette in the VCR, a character appeared stating what the viewer was
in store for, the character later revealed to be the new show’s protago
nist, Ash Ketchum. He warned that what they were about to see was the
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advent of a new phenomenon on American soil, which would be the
eventual release of the Pokémon video game franchise by Nintendo and
an accompanying anime and manga series that would be distributed by
Shogakukan and 4Kids. The Game Boy Color would be released a year
later, meaning that all of these events would obviously coincide per
fectly with each other. Sure, the American anime and manga audience
had routinely been video game enthusiasts as well, but they were usually
more concerned with the new stories and movies by acclaimed directors
and mangaka than some pi elated game by a small development team
that collectively termed itself Game Freak. et, with the passing of 20
years, from the introduction of Battle of the Planets to the upcoming
release of Pokémon, the millennial generation was born. Ranging from
preteens to small si or seven year olds, they were not aware of the so
phisticated manga and anime, and the cultivated American fan base, that
e isted. Nor would they anytime soon. They would soon come to learn
the names of all 151 Pokémon and their counterparts in other anime as
well.
Pokémon was not a particularly familiar concept to old anime
and manga fans. Sure, there were oddball creatures permeating the con
sciousness of anime throughout the different sci fi stories, and there was
the occasional video game accompanying such anime, but never had any
adult laid eyes on the kind of creatures the world of Pokémon was about
to e pose. The premise of the video game and children’s show is that
once a child turns ten years old, they are then able to travel around the
continent, catching and raising creatures known as Pocket Monsters, or
Pokémon, battling other Pokémon trainers along the way, and facing
off against bosses known as gym leaders. This simple premise fueled
the video games and show, culminating in battles to determine the best
trainer. While the show deviated from the path of the game a bit for the
sake of character development, the Pokémon franchise awakened a new
kind of anime fan interested simply in these fascinating creatures rather
than issues or plot.
American children had played with cards and video games be
fore, but the anime style that accompanied them was the Japanizer’ of
the theme, allowing their diminutive consumers to absorb the very char
acter of a distinct cultural style. 29 The media franchise giant that Poké-
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mon was becoming was also preparing child consumers in America, as
Kelts points out:
Pokémon was the crowbar that levered Japanese animation
back into the United States as a powerful commercial force
and that the Dragonball, u Gi Oh, and Gundam trends that fol
lowed owed their entire acceptability to Pokémon. The vanguard
Japanese cartoons of the 19 0s had softened the market some
what, but Pokémon was the driving force t hat t ore i t open i t fa
miliarized kid s with the aesthetic form of Japanese anime the
hairstyles, the big eyes, etc. . 30

Pokémon was not only a force in revitalizing the anime industry
and its acceptability on this side of the Pacific Ocean it also brought
the Japanese video game industry back to the forefront in American
households. Even though the Game Boy and Famicom systems had al
ways been popular among children, if they already didn’t have one,
kids were buying Nintendo’s handheld Game Boy machines ust to play
Pokémon. 31 Pokémon was directly hitting Americans with these new
ways of en oying games and cartoons, but also with different themes
and modes of escapism than the ones provided by their Western coun
terparts within the market, allowing for a colorful world of adventure,
risk, and competition and even, according to some scholars, a vision of
personal maturation. 32
Pokémon was offering children an adventure that was new from
week to week with the anime and with the different Pok mon one could
catch within the game. The anime was a way to make children feel part
of the new world that was presented to them; then, the game made those
children feel as though they could manipulate it. No matter what team
a young child had formed or what obstacles Ash ran into from week to
week, the formula was still addictive and provided the American based
company 4Kids which had obtained the rights to air the show with
enough material to keep the commercial and media aspects of the phe
nomenon perpetually running as long as it possibly could, and is still
providing Pokémon to young audiences today.
et, Pokémon was not the only electronically based media fran
chise that could put up a fight in the American market. Toei, one of the
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oldest anime production companies, had latched onto one of the most
popular fads in Japan before Pokémon had made their debut on the mar
ket. This was the Tamagotchi, a portable digital pet that a person could
carry around with them, taking care of it as though it were alive. Toei
took the concept of the digital pet and used it to spawn the television
anime series known as
Digimon and market the “Fox, seeing the c hanc e to p r oTamagotchi to American vide a rival o n the Americ an
youth. Fo , seeing the market agains t the al l - enc o m chance to provide a rival passing med i a m e ga - hi t t ha t
on the American market was Pokémon, s t a r t e d t o a i r
against the all encom
Digim on on the ir S aturday c arpassing media mega
toon children’ s b l o c k … ”
hit that was Pokémon,
started to air Digimon
on their Saturday cartoon children’s block in the summer of 1999.33
There had been American based distributors of anime and man
ga for a time now, the prime e ample being the Toei established VI ,
located in San Francisco, which had been one of the main translators
and publishers of manga in English since 19 . 34 Another such com
pany that e isted was FUNimation, formed during 1994. Setting up a
relationship with Toei, FUNimation looked to adapt the ever popular
19 6 follow up to Akira Toriyama’s Dragonball series that was known
as Dragonball Z. FUNimation had unsuccessfully from 1995 to 199
tried releasing Dragonball in syndication, found it was a op, skipped
ahead to Dragonball Z, which required lots of censorship didn’t
get good timeslots, and was simply not respected within mainstream
culture. However, there would be hope soon enough, and Dragonball Z
would soon be at the forefront of the largest impact on the youth boom
yet.
Dragonball Z was a science fiction fighting parody, an anime
and manga hit in Japan. The series starred Son Goku, a martial artist who
started out as a seemingly normal human martial artist and ended up as
one of the most powerful warriors of an alien race called the Saiyans.
He finds out about his heritage after his brother Raditz comes to destroy
the Earth because Son Goku had failed to do so when he was sent to the
planet as a child. From there, the show focuses on the characters honing
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their abilities as immensely powerful alien martial artists to defend the
Earth from inhuman forces from outer space, such as cyborgs and de
mons. The show is focused on the physical fights that occur between the
villains, sometimes with limbs being cut off, blood spilling everywhere,
holes being blown through bodies with powerful blasts of energy, or
even disintegration. The action of the series and the uncanny characters
that were a part of it attracted a wide audience in Japan, finishing on that
side of the Pacific before it found its place America.
Since its inception in 1992, The Cartoon Network never really
had any new material to work with. Usually pulling old shows such as
The Jetsons out of the Hanna Barbera vault and re airing old, lackluster
superhero shows, such as Space Ghost, it was a channel that was in the
backwater of the cable networks popping up here and there during the
1990s. et, the ever connected and tech savvy science fiction and an
ime fans that had been part of the loyal subculture fan base previously
discussed saw an opportunity to have their favorite shows broadcast on
television once again. Seemingly out of nowhere, fans started petitions
to get shows like Voltron, Thundercats, Robotech, and others back on
the airwaves. 35 The e ecutives at The Cartoon Network started to give
these requests serious thought, and on March 1 , 199
the wildly
popular Thundercats and another popular show Voltron launched the
Japanese in uenced Toonami. 36 et, the network wouldn’t realize the
potential of Toonami until Sailor Moon and Dragonball Z premiered in
199 .
When Dragonball Z found its way to cable television, the pub
lic’s interest in the show immediately skyrocketed. Toei, seeing the
possible potential, had its North American branch, VI , publish and
distribute the manga, and shortly afterwards Dragonball Z started ap
pearing on tattoos, T shirts, skateboards and wall scrolls in people’s
dorm rooms. 3 Originally created during the science fiction focus
among Japanese mangakas in the late 0s, Akira Toriyama’s work nev
er really found footing in America until this point. Part of this may have
been due to censoring with American laws being strict about what can
be shown on television, Dragonball Z was probably regarded as rather
too violent to appeal to children. et, in the late 90s, that was one of the
e act reasons it was so appealing. With characters powerful enough to
split an entire planet in half training under 50 times Earth’s gravity,
or doing the Kamehameha, audiences were enthralled and curious
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as to what incredible moves the fighters could pull off ne t.3 oung
boys were fascinated with the heroic endeavors and powerful characters
throughout the course of the anime, and the interest in the story and the
characters also gave Toonami a golden goose, with people tuning in to
see episodes of Dragonball Z every weeknight at 12:30. 39
Toonami was also able to attract young women through Sailor
Moon, one of the most successful of the magical young girl genre. The
series tells of a young girl named Serena who has to transform into Sailor
Moon with her other female comrades, saving the Earth from evil, while
balancing her own life and school work along with it.40 As Sailor Moon,
a reincarnation of a princess from a celestial kingdom that e isted on the
moon thousands of years before, Serena and her comrades fight against
evil and its attempts to destroy any chance of regaining universal peace.
When it landed on Toonami as an intact version of what was shown
in Japan, Sailor Moon and other anime films and TV shows
were
years if not decades ahead of American animation in depicting women
as equals to men. 41 It was not a static story either, with stand alone epi
sodes like in Pokémon. The characters grew braver and more aware of
the needs of others. As the story unfolded, Serena grew older and more
mature and found romance. 42 Sailor Moon essentially set new records
in popularity, attesting to the fact that mainstream, albeit youthful, au
diences were taking an interest in stories that were comple and mean
ingful, whether they were depicted in a pure fighting show or a show
about the demands and duties life puts on a teenage girl.43 Either way,
Toonami was leading the way in animation with the new attachment the
cable block had with anime, and the relationship with the medium was
only going to grow.
As Toonami’s attachment with its anime franchises grew, the
type of content the cable programming block thought would be best to
show delved into anime that was maturely themed and contained differ
ent situations than the youthful audience was used to. In 2000, Toonami
premiered the shows Mobile Suit Gundam Wing and Tenchi Muyo! These
shows dealt with interstellar battle and the divergent themes of political
intrigue and love. These themes were new to younger audiences, who
were used to what seemed to be more fun fare in the vein of Digimon
or the e ploits of Goku or Serena. These shows displayed a level of so
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phistication and maturity that were previously unseen in the other anime
of the late 1990s that had become so popular. Mobile Suit Gundam Wing
became famous for its near faithful adaptation the first anime series
to be shown in its entirety in the US. 44 These two shows were indicative
of a more mature turn that The Cartoon Network would take in airing its
anime, the late night block known as Adult Swim eventually becoming
the programming block where anime was dominant.
When Adult Swim first started, there was not much on the late
night block on The Cartoon Network e cept a few humorous cartoons
that were eerily similar to The Simpsons, due to the awkward, adult
oriented situations the shows presented. However, the block was perfect
to premiere the sort of anime that couldn’t be premiered on the Toonami
block, which was primarily aimed towards children. Producers at Turner
Broadcasting sought to
attract the kind of audi
“[Mobile Suit G u nd a m W i ng a nd
ence anime had been Tenchi Muyo] d i s p l a y e d a l e v e l
able to capture for them of sophisticat i on a nd m a t u r i t y
in the past. In doing so, that were not s e e n i n t he o t he r
they not only achieved anime of the l a t e 1 9 9 0 s t ha t ha d
their goal, but they also b ecom e so pop ul ar. ”
unveiled to audiences a
more mature version of
anime that had not been seen by the mainstream for quite some time.
They started off this trend by broadcasting the anime Cowboy Bebop, a
show about a group of misfit bounty hunters in a futuristic gala y. Bebop
probed the issues of its characters individually, e posing dark, compli
cated pasts that affected their current relationships. Fans of the show
who were already attracted to the story before it appeared on cable were
of the opinion that it was too mature to ever appear on American TV. 45
et, this was only the first show in a list of anime that would routinely
become known for their mature themes and enthralling, dramatic stories.
Another notable Adult Swim anime of repute was Full Metal
Alchemist. Taking place in a parallel universe, the show follows two al
chemist brothers who work for the military so they may attempt to atone
for their unforgivable sins. et, as they travel, they are revealed to be
pawns in events beyond their control. Full Metal Alchemist was a certain
hallmark in the new wave of anime directed towards the young because
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of how it maturely dealt with the themes e isting within the plot. Instead
of simply focusing on dark issues or violence, it also dealt with sin
and consequences as a main theme of the series, while focusing on
alchemy as a catalyst to put forth a series of e istential questions: Is life
really fair Does effort always pay off 46
These mature anime and the others that accompanied them
helped e pose a young audience to mature and detailed plots of stories
that were a far cry from the Western animation they were used to. The
similarity between the new fans and the fans of the last decade was
rooted in their attention to detail. Now that the ratings were in the hands
of producers and companies who had helped provide anime, there was
a new prerogative in distributing the materials that was the backbone of
these commercial successes. The Cartoon Network boosted the popular
ity of anime, providing people a wide range of shows over the course
of a day or week that piqued people’s curiosity into where these stories
came from and how they were made. These inquiries and the popularity
of American producers’ new gold mine would help spark a second wave
of Japanese popular culture into the commercial conscious of the West.

ii. The Second Wave
The growth of anime led to the eventual growth of manga, an
ime’s literary counterpart. While the in uence of manga had been felt
since the late 0s in the fan magazines and mainstream comic books
of companies such as Marvel, publishing and marketing e pectations
that comics be equated with superheroes initially eclipsed any chance
for the diversity of manga genres to ourish. 4 ,4 et, the anime that
audiences were e posed to from the years 1996 to 2003 had prepared
most in the American audiences for the different conventions in man
ga storytelling. 49 Manga was of a different variety than anime, on a
scale far more established in some terms than the shows that premiered
weekly or monthly. While the American versions were far friendlier to
the affinity for comic books found in most American households, some
also had to be condensed or revamped for the entertainment of Japanese
households. So, manga would present a wider range of possibilities,
with qualities that were foreign to American readers a quality that
would become its main selling point after the year 2000. 50
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Whereas VI was more interested in making a profit with their
carbon copies of Akira Toriyama’s hits, TokyoPop, a manga company
founded in America, was taking a different approach. Copying the earli
er trend of shojo manga revealing new genres and stories to the public
that they were not aware of on television TokyoPop looked to appeal
to the nontraditional readers of comic books and manga TokyoPop
pushed the authentic’ e perience of their manga. 51 They also provided
a diverse set from which to choose, ranging from the romantic comedy
Love Hina to the political robot battles in outer space featured in Mobile
Suit Gundam. They did not attempt to keep their focus on one particular
group, but widened their horizons so as to find success in a market that
was filled with fans of particular choices and a willingness to read new
manga.
Sometimes this new manga even takes a whole different and
vastly more mature approach than its brother medium of anime. Popular
manga featured for adults in Japan is that of a rather homoerotic or light
novel nature. While the light novels have made a larger impact on the
youth, the homoerotic tales of certain manga appeal to the adult audienc
es of America. While not e plicitly se ual, the genres of yaoi and josei
manga are of a variety that features single se relationships. They depict
androgynous characters and storylines that contain none of the action or
themes of manga directed towards the younger generations of America.
Sometimes the storylines are also normal, yet difficult, as e emplified
by Tobe Keiko’s Hikari to Tomoni… Jiheishouji Wo Kakaete... about a
mother’s relationship with her autistic child. 52 Even though such manga
is usually meant for the wiser or more mature audience, the easy access
of manga on the Internet has made these titles available to children ev
erywhere who may be curious as to what certain kind of manga is being
kept from them.
The youth boom in America showed different degrees of an
ime and manga in a rather short time to a young audience. Preteens and
young adults, the main supporters of the industry, were e posed to giant
leaps in art and storylines as they were simultaneously e posed to anime
such as Naruto, which is about a nin a in training, while reading manga
such as Death Note, which deals with a morally abstract character who
has the power to kill people at will. The vast differences in the way art
styles were approached, how stories were told, what kinds of characters
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were used, what they wore, and how they interacted with other charac
ters questions not normally answered in the rather shallow and humor
ous content of Western cartoons were able to be answered through the
detailed plots of many manga.
The commercial aspect was rather promising as well, the po
tential of anime presenting to American producers the most effective
way of internationaliz
ing toys and e panding
“T he
vast
dif f e r enc es
in
the potential market for
the
w
ay
art
s
tyl
e
s
w
e
r
e
apeach new product. 53 In
proached, ho w s t o r i e s w e r e
fact, it seemed that the
told, what ki nd s of c ha r a c t e r s
American producers’ vo
were used, w ha t t he y w or e ,
racious need for profit
and how they inte r ac ted w ith
was because of the child
other charac t e r s . . . w e r e a b l e
oriented anime they had
to be answe r e d t hr o u g h t he
invested so much in dur
detailed plots o f m a ny m a ng a . ”
ing the late 90s, with the
merchandising links be
tween Yu-Gi-Oh and Pokémon taking it to the mainstream. 54 et, after
that purely commercial beginning, anime and manga had ended up in a
place no one e pected it to be: in the minds and hearts of the American
youth, not in their wallets. Instead of accepting them merely as cartoons,
the different styles of storytelling and art style have made manga and
anime popular a step ahead of Western animation. While it may not be
fair to udge on art, the stories seemed a far cry from television and were
more the stuff of Hollywood. Death, violence, war all of these could
be aspects of an anime directed towards American teenagers. The Amer
ican audience’s affinity for anime seemed to hinge on how well a story
could be told. While the quality would vary over the years with different
manga, there will always be those which stand out, and if this report has
consistently shown one thing, it is that those anime and manga which
stand out, with stories that captivate the human imaginations with tales
of love and struggle, are usually the ones prone to make the largest im
pact.
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W ha t y o u have ju st read is an e x c erp t o f a l arg er work . T his excerp t has been al tered and c o n densed to fit the format o f t h e p r i nt
version of this maga z i ne .
If you would like to read m or e , t he f u l l
version of this article will be a v a i l a b l e i n t he
onli ne e dition of Forbes & Fift h, l o c a t e d a t
www.forbes5.pitt.e d u .

The Web site w ill become live in Januar y, 2 0 13 .
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MI A B ENC I VENGA
Mia Benc ivenga stu dies Lingu istics .
She’s a veg etarian w ho doesn’t eat f is h s tic k s .
She s omet i mes dism ays w ith som e o f her e s s ays . . .
But s he hop es that you w ill forgive this .
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How to Be a Perfect Feminine Being
Introduction: What Is the Perfect Feminine Being?
Hello, friend. By reading this how to guide, I am going to show
you how to be the perfect feminine being. All that I have learned over
my years of careful observation and analysis in female centric environ
ments1 will be yours for the taking. And I pray that you will use your
newfound feminine powers for good rather than evil, but hey, let’s ust
say I’m not going to hold my breath. Would you like to know why
Fact From Eve, to Pandora, to some other third person that I
can’t think of, women across the board are historically e cellent at un
leashing hellfire and pain upon the masses. Be it eating a forbidden fruit
since studies show that women with more fiber in their diet weigh less
or opening up a ar because you were dying to use it as a vase , with
ladies, where there’s a will, there’s a way in screwing over humanity for
an eternity.
But rest assured, one can correct these knavish tendencies
through the proper adherence to my infinite wisdom, passed down to me
through years of careful obedience to the one true Holy Book, Cosmopolitan, which I hope you will find insightful and meaningful, and not
at all degrading and or corrosive to your soul. Whatever your intentions
may be with this material, you can rest assured that I have carefully de
signed this short guide into separate sections for ma imum clarity and
absorption.
But first, what is a feminine being, as opposed to a wom
an or a girl or even a lady I’m glad you asked To put it simply,
a feminine being is a female who can no longer hide behind Barbie
Dreamhouse and rely on her My Little Ponies for friendship and support.
Instead, she must fess up to the fact that she’s an anime obsessed, head
gear wearing stutterer who has never felt the amorous embrace of a male
at seventeen mostly due to the fact that one of the boys caught her by her
1. Done, of course, in dive bars, unior high classrooms, and Hooters, respec
tively.
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locker planting kisses on a framed photo of Goku from Dragon Ball Z.2
However, this is not to say that she is all grown up either. A feminine
being is not yet a woman, with you know, kids and bills mom eans
uh... PTA meetings 3 Rather, she is at that perfect in between age where
she is still very young, yet mature enough to engage in certain salacious
activities without having to get lawyers involved. In short, a feminine
being is in her prime. And she is most certainly not a lady. ou know
why Get ready for the truth machine to start pumping out the facts of
life, as harsh and metallic as they may be.
No one wants to date a lady.
What
Cries one female. Huh
Cries another. Bitch,
please Cries another in a significantly sassier manner. But I kid you
not, I play no games. No one wants a Mary Poppins in their romantic
life.4 eah. I said it. I may have ust crushed your childhood dreams,
and I’m okay with that. When you were a little girl, you may have want
ed to be a woman like Mary Poppins a straight laced magical nanny
with a voice of an angel. But I’m here to say that that’s a terrible thing
to want, and it’s only for your own good.
Here’s why. When you’re a lady, where’s the pizzazz The
drama The intrigue Can you say mood killer Love inhibitor Apa
thy inducer The term lady is too old fashioned to get the blood of
a man to boil with passionate desire. It makes him feel the need to sit
up straight and use proper noun ad ective agreement and to say, That
Jersey Shore show is simple nonsense and corrupting the minds of our
youth In short, it’ll force him into being a free thinking gentleman
who views women as people and not mere ob ects, and when that hap
pens, people will no longer copulate out of pure lust, and then the human
race ceases to exist!5
Some may say, Okay then, Mia, if that’s how it is, then let’s
ust all break out our hot pants and dirtily dance in our short shorts, and

2. Classic high school anecdote This is definitely not one of my personal
experiences!
3. I have significantly less e perience in this field.
4. E cept those who en oy her whimsical charm and kind hearted positivity.
5. Either that, or people will start having se out of love and fidelity. And I
shudder to think of what the world will look like when that starts to happen.
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watch as our milkshake brings all the boys to the yard. 6 Well, to those
who would say that, I say, you are WRONG Let me be absolutely
clear. No one wants to date the village bicycle. This is for two rea
sons: 1. Everyone has been for a ride. 2. It’s an inanimate ob ect and
thus a terrible lover.
Masterfully crafted metaphors aside, women also cannot be
too up front comfortable confident in their se uality—it screams
worldliness and self acceptance, and there will be no other qualities
that will disgust a man more. So what are we women to do How
are we to manage What must we become in order to be unendingly
desired in the classiest way possible
Fear not For the answer is easy. We must become a per
fect feminine being. Meaning, that one must have all of the quali
ties a woman can ever
“One must be both the village hope to possess. One
bi cy cle a nd Mary Pop p ins com- must be both the vil
bi ned , i n a typ e of cosm ic fu- lage bicycle and Mary
s i on t ha t w ill result in a w oman Poppins combined, in
s o bea ut iful, so alluring, so im- a type of cosmic fu
possibly wife-able, that even I sion that will result in a
in my completely heterosexual woman so beautiful, so
corpus cannot help but salivate alluring, so impossibly
over her and her u tter p erfec - wife able, that even I
in my completely het
tion.”
erosexual corpus cannot
help but salivate over
her and her utter perfection. This woman makes Aphrodite look like a
Plain Jane She makes Gisele Bundchen look like a Typical Theresa
She makes Katy Perry look like an Archetypically unappealing Anne
She’s smart, but not too smart, beautiful, but in an approachable yet
still semi worship able way, and so incredibly kind that she’ll do ev
erything in her power to make you smile, even if it means engaging in
certain taboo enterprises with a trained naivet that’s almost discon
certing.
She is what everyone wants. She is what every magazine is
telling us to be.
6. Nine years later and I still have no idea what this song means.
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In today’s society, if there’s anything we want as women, it’s to
know how we can be the best version of ourselves that we can be, no
matter what the cost, no matter how hard the struggle. We do this not
for ourselves, but rather, so that everyone who udges us unscrupulously
can be amused at seeing us run around like chickens with their heads cut
off, desperate to please and to show them that we are worthy of their
love and affection. Love and affection being, of course, harsher criti
cism, because that’s the only way we know that you truly care.
So without further ado, my fellow women,8 here is my guide on
how to be the perfect feminine being.

Chapter 1: Face, Waist, Taste!
Okay, gals, we’re going to start from the outside and work our
way in. This is for a few reasons, the first being that, well, what’s the
first thing someone sees when they notice you Why, your appearance,
of course Think about it. No one wants to amorously embrace a sack of
potatoes, and if they do, well then, they have their own issues to work
out. Rather, they want something prim, but still loose, polished, but still
dirty. In short, she must be approachable, a typical type of girl, yet pos
sess the humblest essence of godliness. But this is such a vague descrip
tion. So what must a woman look like, in reality To put it simply, she
is freakish perfection mi ed with sensual naivet with a splash of Oh,
this old thing
Now that we have a nice, concrete image to work with, let’s get
to the perfecting But oh, where do we even begin to discuss our imper
fections and the ways in which we can correct them
First, let’s start with your face. And let’s face it, it could use
some work 9 From now on, makeup is your new best friend. ou will
. The latest fashion trend
. If there are any men reading this, please discontinue To know our secrets
is to deny yourself the pleasure of the surprise. And to any gay men reading
this, please see the later section Can I Have Friends for your role in all of
this. Hint It’s small, shallow, and deeply stereotypical.
9. E tra tip Perfect feminine beings must reinforce the fact that women
aren’t funny. And I do this in spades.
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wake up every morning and scrub your face clean with the latest prod
ucts and scalpels to really get that fresh, youthful, slightly bloodied
glow. For you see, that’s how we’ll get your cheeks so naturally rosy
ou are going to want to apply foundation, then cover up, followed up
with a translucent powder to set what you’ve done so far, followed by
a sweeping of clay the color of your skin over certain problem areas,
which will be completed by spritzing a special type of French facial
glue called Le Petit Cheval in order to hold everything in place. Elmer’s
mi ed with water, vodka, and nail polish top coat in a spritzer bottle will
also do the trick. After this small step is completed, we move on to your
eyes.
As we’ve done before, we’re going to try to keep it natural.
We want the men folk to think that we arise ma estically from our beds
every morning with our
“This can be a c hi e v e d , b u t t he
eyelashes coated in wa
that our eyelids make pill you take f or i t g i v e s y ou
themselves. This can be a strange u r ge t o e a t r u b b e r
achieved, but the pill you and is extr e m e l y e x p e ns i v e ,
take for it gives you a so I w ouldn’ t rec o mme nd tak strange urge to eat rubber ing it u ntil it’ s FD A ap p ro v ed/
you can find a c he ap deal e r o n
and is e tremely e pen
C raigslist.”
sive, so I wouldn’t recom
mend taking it until it’s
FDA approved you can find a cheap dealer on Craigslist. Until then,
simply coat your eye lids in a shimmering powder not too different from
your skin tone, followed by a dark brown pencil that you will run all
around the eyes in a giant oval so as to draw attention to them subtly. Fi
nally, you’re going to want to get mascara, and for the ne t two to three
hours, coat each individual eyelash until it almost hurts to have your
eyes open due to the weight of your colossally huge and tarantula esque,
yet dainty, eyelashes.
Okay, so I’m getting the vibe that you’re all, But Mia ou’re
ust giving us a series of impossible contradictions None of this can be
achieved It’s all a lie
And you know what I say to that Fine. If you don’t like it, go
pick up the latest issue of Cats Are My Replacement for Children Since I
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Didn’t Follow Mia’s Advice Weekly written by that miserable old woman
who lives down your street.10 eah, she was once a feminist. Now she’s
a feline ist, living her life as she never hoped—alone and covered in cat
urine. Is that what you want, huh
Didn’t think so. Another argument won.11
Also, no look is complete without a red lip. But a natural red
lip. So skip the lipstick, and merely bite your own lip every second of
every day. This easy trick also helps to plump them up so as to make
them seem desirable enough to kiss, but keeps you so afraid of kissing
due to the imminent pain, men will merely think you’re hard to get,
when in reality, you’re suffering terribly. Remember the tried and true
saying, Pain is Beauty I want you to say that to your own re ection
every morning in order to remind yourself that you are the perfect femi
nine being, as long as you’re suffering.
After one has completed all of the other necessary rituals, like
ensuring that your eyebrows are symmetrical and that your forehead is
the proper ratio depending on the combined angle of your nose and ear
width divided by the square root of gorgeous, we are going to move onto
the rest of your body.
Okay, I don’t know who you are or where you come from, but
we all must look a certain way, regardless, if we wish to achieve perfect
feminine being status. Now, some of us12 will not be able to fit into
this mold since we may be built differently from the ideal. But don’t be
discouraged Just do your best to meet me halfway here and there might
be a husband in it for you I mean, isn’t that what we all want A man
who bases his love for us off of our completion of arbitrary rules that so
ciety sets for us, who also wants to be with us forever despite our whiny
girlishness Oh, to hit the ackpot like that is something I dream about
every time I go to sleep. I know this because I toss and turn all night and
wake up every morning in a cold sweat.
So as to remove any ambiguity, I will simply describe my vision
of the ideal woman, as dictated to me by the holy popular culture, bitch
ings and sleaze be upon them.
The perfect feminine being has the legs of a giraffe, impossibly
10. Who, despite having new dentures, never smiles.
11. Most of my arguments are won after I use cat urine as a threat.
12. Er, um, all of us.
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long yet short enough so that a man can still feel as if he can dominate
her. Her feet are small, delicate, like those of porcelain dolls, but also
long and limber enough to force even the most foot adverse man into
harboring a deep and somewhat unhealthy love for bunions. Her waist
is so small, that it makes her round, lean, shapely, none istent hips and
buttocks look as though they could birth even the biggest of babies.13
And her breasts are so perfectly proportional to her body14 that one can’t
help but ogle at them until you realize that you’ve been talking directly
to her chest for five minutes and you can feel the hot hatred of her eyes
boring into your skull.
That being said, let’s move onto the last part of our most lengthy
chapter: the importance of having good taste. By saying taste, I spe
cifically mean the types of clothes you wear. Now, this can be tricky.
Our initial instinct is follow the latest trends, wear the most e pensive
clothes, and wear the highest heels. Once again, my female friends, you
have been led astray by your tiny, inefficient lady brains.
Here is my advice look perfectly cute in the laziest way pos
sible. Why Remember, you simply wake up this way. In order to be
perfect one must be effortless, or at least, have the appearance of effort
lessness. Here are your
instructions: Go to Victo
“ Here are your instructions: Go to Vicria’s Secret, find your way
toria’s Secret, find your way to where
to where they have all of
they have all of the sweatpants and
the sweatpants and the
the polka dotted dogs. Go insane.
polka dotted dogs. Go in
Make the sales girl cry. ”
sane. Make the sales girl
cry. It can either be out of
e ultation, utter fear, or some freakish mi ture of the two.
Buy everything. I’m talking sweat pants, perfumes, t shirts,
short shorts, bras, thongs, the whole she bang. And I want you to wear
this, daily, and nothing else. But we mustn’t forget about your hair,
which should be at this point, long, pin straight, and fried to the point
of an onion ring. Do your best to wrangle it into a messy bun without
13. Could there be a more enticing thought
14. And by perfectly proportional to her body I mean so utterly massive that
smaller breasts orbit around her breasts because they have generated their own
gravitational field.
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it disintegrating, and get your makeup ust as we discussed above. If
you do this, then I guarantee, you will be the ideal feminine being. At
least on the outside. The rest however, still needs a ridiculous amount
of work.15

Chapter 2: Can I Have Friends?
es and No. Female friends will do one of two things for you:
1. Shatter your reality by saying things like you need to stop being so
shallow and look within, you care too much about what people think of
you, you spend too much of your money on this face glue, you’re a train
wreck, and for god sakes, you made the sales girl from Victoria’s Secret
file for a restraining order 2. Be competition. ou can’t have other
dime pieces walking around, because one of them is inevitably going to
be shinier than you and more valuable, and they’ll have big thoughts and
won’t care about what people think because they’re all enlightened from
that feminism class they took last fall
For the record, I don’t need to be enlightened, as long as my hair
is bleached.
So, in my opinion, having friends around doesn’t do a whole
lot for you in terms of the whole perfect feminine being thing. They
only bring you down. Unless, of course, you find yourself surrounded
by what I like to call nickel backs, meaning that they’re half of what
a dime piece looks like and values, and are also terrible at everything
they try to do, especially emoting when singing and writing songs that
are distinguishable from each other. By surrounding yourself with a
bunch of nickel backs, you are going to look, like, a thousand times
more amazing, because when compared to a nickel back, let’s face it,
everyone ust somehow seems significantly better.16
If you must have friends, this is what I suggest as a possible
solution. But wait I hear you cry.1 What about the most famed best
friend a girl can have The one that not only dresses her, obsesses over
her love life, but also can tell her when the hot bartender guy she has
15. Sheesh, you really are a mess.
16. Nickel backs are now for rent at a Sociopath’s Disposable Friendships
Factory near you
1 . Stop crying. ou ust seem desperate.
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been obsessing over for the past two months isn’t feigning disinterest
because he’s aloof and artistic, but rather, a homose ual
I am referring to, of course, the famed gay best friend. He’ll be
your everything when times are rough. He’ll be your confidant, your
stylist, your se therapist, and in the movies, your makeover montage
partner. He’ll even be sassy when you’re being absolutely de lus ion al
about the fact that he is even into you, I mean, why would he be into you,
girlfriend When you’re looking like a soup full of ugly all mi ed in
with a teaspoon of bitter denial 1 The gay best friend is the ideal com
panion for all of these reasons, and more. He’s not competition because
he’s a guy, and he doesn’t have any more of a substantial role because
he’s only written into the script for comedic relief. His backstory will
never be mentioned because he’s a minor character in a story which re
volves around you
And it doesn’t end there The gay best friend is also good for
harboring intense romantic feelings for, despite the fact that you will
never be able to act on them, causing a bizarre one sided tension that
typically comes out after a night of heavy drinking, resulting in weep
ing, tears, awkward hugging, and painful attempts at convincing him to
love you, and his promise to never talk to you again.19

Chapter 3: Sexuality: Your Crossbow in the Hunger
Games of LIFE
Remember how I said we were starting on the outside and were
going to work our way in Well, we have arrived. Last stop, se y town
Population, your uh...um yeah
Okay, full disclosure, like most women who can’t help but dole
out unsolicited se ual relationship advice, I’m really not sure what’s
happening down there. But according to several of my sources from
a conservative political party in a country that I live in,20 there’s a lot
of evil doings and mischievous shenanigans going on in Lady Town,
1 . Line taken from the book The Faux-Homo’s Demeaning Guide to Sassy
Remarks that Straight People Find Hilarious. All rights reserved.
19. Once again, this is, uh, totally not one of my e periences But if you’re
reading this, Kevin, stop avoiding my calls
20. Ten points to whoever figures out what country I’m referencing
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mostly bent on warping the space time continuum and killing off Bruce
Willis’ future self.
Once again, let’s not get into technicalities. Rather, let us focus
on what goes on between the ears, and the way one must think about
one’s own se uality if one wants to achieve perfect feminine being
status.21 It’s simple. One must be two things at the same time: knowl
edgeable in the ways of the world, whilst acting like you have absolutely
no clue, so that it seems like one is as pure as can be, fully equipped with
an unsullied chastity, so that it seems that one ust happens to know how
to do some crazy stuff that very few people are privy to on account of its
high level of depravity.22
This is the last step to finally achieving perfect feminine being
status. For when the perfect feminine being walks, she makes the fellas
say What an enchanting girl. I shall buy her a drink and then later
they say Well, that’s uh, that’s an interesting idea, but we’ve ust met.
The dilapidated what now
And then murmur embarrassedly, I’m
sorry, you’re making me uncomfortable. I’ll uh ust let myself out.
Remember ladies, you’re going to want to possess an inner
Aphrodite, but it is absolutely paramount that she stays within the pri
vacy of your own mind.
“Remember, repression is the Remember, repression is
bes t med i cine!”
the best medicine 23 If
you don’t keep her hid
den within, purity fairies will come and take the sparkle behind your
eyes and replace it with knowing sensuality. Heed my warning once he
knows you actually en oy something that you were built to en oy, and
once he knows that you’re actually as interested in him like he’s inter
ested in you, the chase ends Then, you’ll be the one calling after a night
of heavy drinking, saying Hey boy, I’d really like to see you, if you’re
still even up at this hour, and aren’t too tired, and don’t think I’m too
needy, baby. Cause I’d really like see you right now, if it’s you know,
not too much, and you aren’t seeing anyone else, and are still interested,
sweet cakes. 24
21. Multiple people can do this too.
22. The dilapidated donkey, the gurgling tortoise, and the wild mongoose are
some well known e amples.
23. ...If you’re a healthy and happy person and wish to change that.
24. In addition to everything else, I am also a master at the se y talk.
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No guy wants to hear that a girl is attracted to him, trust me.
Huge turn off.
Just remember this simple image and you’ll do fine. ou are a
warrior princess, originally raised as a farmer, but whose farm was at
tacked, and you had to defend it with your greatest weapon, your se ual
ity, which is your crossbow, hidden underneath your nun’s habit and be
dazzled sweat pants, where only you can see. But whereas it is also your
greatest weapon, when used improperly, it is also your greatest liability,
with the power to cause terrible things to happen both to yourself, and
to the female race as we know it, scarring us all of all eternity with your
terrible betrayal.25

Conclusion: Well, I Tried.
What have we learned, my fellow females We have learned
several very important things. We have learned what we should look
like, what society we should keep, and how we should interpret our se
uality if we are to achieve what we most want: utterly effortless perfec
tion. I am going to be frank with you. It takes a lot more than this simple
manual to be a perfect feminine being. It takes dedication, re ection,
time, effort, and improvisation on your part. It’s a daily process. ou
have to look inside, see that the person in there is no good, and replace
them with my advice and the instructions so dutifully given by our most
Holy Media and popular culture, slappings and eas be upon them. In
fact, most of you won’t even come close to being a perfect feminine be
ing. Most of you will scoff at me and my advice, and to you I say, well,
I tried.
I tried to make you perfect. I tried to make you into the greatest
thing that any woman can ever dream of being. But you said no. ou
said, Hey Mia, you’re completely insane. I hate you a little, occasion
ally daydream about punching you in the face, and I don’t want anything
to do with any of this clearly apparent bullshit. ou want to strip me of
my identity, my friends, my style, you even want me to do this weird ass
repression thing when it comes to my se uality. What the hell is your
problem
The problem is, my friends, that I am merely doing my best
25. Not actually true, but it is a nice way to end a chapter
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to help you achieve perfect feminine being status. To question it is to
question ourselves, what we’re teaching our children, the storylines we
accept when we watch our movies and television, shows, the music we
listen to, our stance on politics, and the way in which we interact and
relate to one another.
And a perfect feminine being never asks questions.
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An Overview of Sex Determination From the
Adult Shoulder Girdle
Se determination is a key factor in the identification of individ
uals in both archaeological and forensic cases. Documentation of the use
of the shoulder girdle to estimate se is limited with the first study using
all components of the shoulder girdle occurring in 1963 by Robert van
Dongen. The pelvis and skull are the predominant osteological elements
used in se ing a decedent. But, it is not always the case that these bones
are found, thus other osteological elements must be used to determine
se . The bones that comprise the shoulder girdle—the scapula, clavicle,
and humerus—can be e amined in order to determine the se of a dece
dent when neither the skull nor the innominate are present.
The determination of a decedent’s biological se is made via
observing the differences in bone architecture and se ual dimorphism.
Biological se is important in the determination of other physical attri
butes of the deceased, such as race, stature, and age. This is due to the
fact that physical attributes are population specific therefore, a more
masculine feature in one culture could be considered a feminine feature
in another. The fact that se ing, along with all other physical attributes,
is population specific has led to the realization that a universal stan
dard for se ing cannot be developed. Thus the standards for estimation
of se as developed by Trotter using the Terry Collection and Dwight
using Harvard Medical cadavers, are no longer applicable to the current
population of the United States, current forensic cases or the populations
of other countries.
The importance of post cranial bones, other than the innomi
nate, to estimate biological se of a decedent can be overlooked at times.
et, discovery of a completely intact skeleton is very rare. Thus, the use
of post cranial bones is beneficial to se ing when the skull and innomi
nate are not present. There are multiple studies that even suggest that the
skull is not superior to post cranial elements when se ing an individual.
Bernzbeitia in 19 9 composed a study indicating that the radial head
was better at se ing than the skull, and Robling and Ulbelaker in 199
composed a study that developed results indicating that metatarsals may
be superior at se ing to the skull.
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Development of Shoulder Girdle Components
The shoulder girdle is comprised of three bones: the clav
icle, the scapula, and the humerus—primarily the pro imal end.
Each of these components develops and ossifies in different man
ners. The clavicle develops from two primary ossification cen
ters and one secondary ossification center. The primary centers
fuse around the time of birth to form the shaft of the clavicle.
The secondary center is located at the medial clavicular epiphysis,
from which almost all clavicular growth takes place. This second
ary center of ossification is the last portion of bone to fuse in the
human body, usually during one’s mid twenties as according to
Burns, 200 and can be seen in Figure I. As an individual ages, the
sternal articular surface of the clavicle becomes porous and pitted
as compared to the dense and undulated nature of the articular
surface in youth.

F i gure I : O s s ific at io n C e n t e r s of C l avic le. Illustrates the
t hr e e – t w o p r i m a r y a nd o ne s e c ond a r y – ossification centers
of t he c la v ic l e . Image t ak e n f r o m ht t p : / /upl oa d . wi ki m ed i a .
or g/wik ipedi a/ comm o ns / f / f 0 / G r ay 2 0 1 . p ng a nd or i gi na l l y ta ken
fr om G r ay ’ s A n a tom y of th e H u m an B ody, f i r st publ i shed i n
185 8.

The scapula develops from three parts via ossification
centers of endochondral and intramembranous cartilage, as can
be seen in Figure II. The primary center of ossification is located
in the upper portion of the body of the scapula with endochondral
ossification occurring laterally generating the glenoid fossa and
medially to generate the vertebral border. Intramembranous
ossification generates the ma ority of the scapular blade. A
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separate center of ossification forms the coracoid process during the first
postnatal year with the fusion of the coracoid process to the body of
the scapula between 15 and 1 years, according to Burns, 200 . The
scapula develops from multiple secondary ossification centers along its
vertebral border, inferior angle, acromion process, and glenoid fossa.
These initially appear as tiny akes. The scapula is completely ossified
by one’s early twenties according to Burns, 200 . As one ages, the
glenoid fossa becomes more beveled and lipping occurs, as well as a
sharp rim in some cases. These age related changes are more prominent
on the skeleton’s dominant side.

F i g ur e II: Ossification Centers
o f S c ap ula . Illustrates the three
m a i n o ssification centers of
t he s c apula. The primary center
i s a l o ng the upper portion of
t he s c apular body. There are
m u l t i p le secondary centers
o f o s s i f i c a ti on. I m a ge ta ken
f r om http: //upl oa d . wi ki m ed i a .
o r g/ w i ki ped i a /c om m ons/7/79/
G r a y 2 0 6.png and originally
t ak e n fr om Gray’ s An a to m y o f
th e H u man B o d y , first published
i n 1 8 58.

The humerus originates via eight ossification centers—the
head, shaft, lesser tubercle, greater tubercle, capitulum, trochlea, medial
epicondyle, and lateral epicondyle—with the ma or centers forming the
pro imal and distal epiphyses Burns, 200 , p. 96 . This can be seen in
Figure III. Fusion of the epiphyses varies by se with females fusing
earlier than males. The distal epiphyses fuse from 11 to 15 years in
females and 12 to 1 years in males the medial epicondyle fuses from
13 to 15 years in females and 12 to 1 years in males and the pro imal
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epiphysis fuses from 13 to 1 years in females and 16 to 20 years in
males. Thus, by one’s late teens to early twenties, the humerus should be
fully fused. Age related changes to the humerus mainly take place at the
humeral head in the form of osteoarthritis, resulting in bony pro ections
and striations along the articular surface of the bone.

Fig ur e I I I : O s s if i ca ti on Cen ter of th e Hu m e r us . I l l u s t r ates the two main primary
o s s i f i c a t i o n c enters of the humerus at
t he p r o x i m al and d i sta l en d s. O ssi f i c at i on c e nt e r s a l so exist through the entire
l e ngt h of t he hum er a l sha f t. I m a ge ta ken
f r om ht t p : / / up l oa d . wi ki m ed i a . or g/wi ki p e d i a / c o m m o ns/0/06/Gray210.png and
o r i gi nal l y t ak e n f r om Gray’ s An ato m y o f
th e H u m a n B ody, f i r st publ i shed i n 1 8 5 8 .

History of Sex Estimation for the Shoulder Girdle
Use of the shoulder girdle to estimate se of adult individuals is
very limited in the history of forensic and physical anthropology, with the
first study of the complete shoulder girdle occurring in the early 1960s.
It was Thomas Dwight, the father of forensic anthropology in the United
States, who was the first individual to develop methods for se estima
tion using the components of the shoulder girdle. In his 1 94 Shattuck
Lecture, he stated that there are differences in the articular surfaces of
skeletons which indicate se . Dwight talked in depth about that scapula
stating, The shoulder blade is an e tremely variable bone. To me it is
very interesting. I imagine that I shall surprise my hearers in speaking
of its se ual characteristics as very remarkable Dwight, 1 94, p. 4 .
He then went on to e plain two measurements of the scapula. The first
was the scapular length measured on 19 specimens: 4 males and 39
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females. He found that any length less than 140mm was most likely
female and any length greater than 1 0mm was most likely male. The
second was the length of the glenoid fossa measured on 90 scapulae
63 males and 2 females and found that that average male’s length
was 39.2mm and the average female’s length was 33.6mm. Out of the
two measurements, Dwight found that the length of the scapula pro
vided the most accurate procedure for se ing. The issues with Dwight’s
study are evident when one tries to reproduce it, for he does not indicate
how measurements were taken or on whom, in regards to collection,
they were taken. It is possible that the specimens were Harvard Medical
cadavers and landmarks for measurements can be assumed, but accu
rate reproduction of his study is improbable. At the Shattuck Lecture,
Dwight brie y mentioned the humerus and the clavicle. On the topic of
the humerus, he stated that there are visual differences in se , but gave
no measurements or data. With the clavicle he stated that those of a fe
male have a greater curve as compared with the straighter clavicle of a
male and that the size of the articular surface may be of importance, but
went no further on either sub ect.
In 1905, Dwight elaborated on his statement about the humerus
from his 1 94 lecture. He measured the ma imum diameter of the hu
meral head both its vertical and transverse measurements of 200
fresh, white male and female specimens from the Harvard Medical
School. Results were recorded only on the vertical measurements, and
he found that the average male humeral head diameter was 4 . 6mm,
the average female humeral head diameter was 42.6 mm, and that there
was an overlap between 45 and 46mm. Once again, Dwight did not men
tion the landmarks used for his measurements, yet they can be inferred.
Still, this leads to inadequate results for comparison, if the study were
to be tested. It is also important to note that these standards are biased
toward the white population.
In 1932 and 1942, Ale Hrdli ka developed the ne t ma or stud
ies of shoulder girdle components. His 1932 study, entitled The Principal Dimensions, Absolute and Relative, of the Humerus in the White
Race, looked at different aspects of 4432 humeri of immigrants to the
United States from the 1 90s. This study included Caucasians from vari
ous nationalities, American Indians, and individuals of African descent.
Both se es and sides were used in this study. The dimensions Hrdli ka
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looked at were length, length vs. height, mid shaft diameter, mid shaft
strength, mid shaft inde minimum mid shaft diameter ma imum mid
shaft diameter , radio humeral inde length of radius length of humer
us , and humero femoral inde length of humerus length of femur . The
study found that the length of the humerus and mid shaft circumference
were greatest in Caucasians and lowest in individuals of African descent
for females and greatest in Caucasians and lowest in American Indi
ans for males. The mid shaft strength and mid shaft inde was greatest
in individuals of African descent and lowest in American Indians. The
radio humeral inde was similar in American Indians and individuals
of African descent in that it was greater than that of Caucasians. The
humero femoral inde was similar in Caucasians and American Indi
ans in that it was greater than that of individuals of African descent. In
all dimensions males where larger than females, and in all groups the
humero femoral inde is lower on the left side when compared to the
right, probably due to right hand dominance in the human population.
Hrdli ka’s study of humeral dimensions is beneficial in that it shows the
difference in the humerus between se , race, and nationality, but it does
not give a set of standards for one to determine se from. His paper is
comparative study of the humerus, which is beneficial for educational
purposes, but beyond that, it does not help in identifying the se of an
individual unless multiple specimens of different race, nationality, and
sex are present.
Hrdli ka’s 1942 study looks at the scapula in a qualitative man
ner using morphological variations of the scapula body, a illary shape
of the inferior angle, shape of the superior border, and shape of the scap
ular notch. His specimens were taken from the U.S. National Museum
and are from Caucasians, American Indians, Ancient Egyptians, indi
viduals of African descent, and Australian Aborigines. He also looks at
two small uvenile samples using these qualitative methods. The study
looked at differences between se , side, race, and development that are
predominantly of morphological value and causes of ontogenesis. He
found that different populations have different scapular morphology and
that female morphology is different from that of males. He also found
that nationality allows for difference in scapular morphology, but fails
to address differences between sides. Hrdli ka states that:
While data o f this nature can never have the claim to the ac
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curacy of measurements, and can only e ceptionally be legiti
mately directly compared with those of other observers, their
relative proportions are of value and throw light on many condi
tions which measurements alone will not be able to elucidate.
Hrdli ka, 1942, p. 94

Thus, he understands that quantitative methods are more accurate, but
qualitative morphological studies can shed light on factors that may not
be apparent during quantitative analysis. The issues with this method are
that it is time consuming, must be done using one observer in order to
obtain the most accurate data, and the multiple types for each scapular
feature could become confusing
In 1963, Robert van Dongen became the first to address all
components of the shoulder girdle in his study entitled The Shoulder
Girdle and Humerus of the Australian Aborigine. He took a quantita
tive approach in measuring adult Aboriginal skeletons from the South
Australian Museum. All specimens measured possessed at least one
half of the innominate in order to establish the se and no pathological
or traumatic lesions. Two hundred and si teen humeri 116 male and
100 female , 134 scapulae 69 male and 65 female , and 103 clavicles
50 male and 53 female were measured in the study. Fifteen humer
al measurements were taken with ma imum length, diaphyseal inde
minimum ma imum mid shaft diameter , and torsion angle used for
comparative measures. Nine quantitative scapular measurements were
taken and si qualitative scapular measurements were taken with the
quantitative measurements of maximum length, infraspinous length,
breadth, and scapular inde breadth of scapula ma length for com
parative measures. Four clavicular measurements were taken, all quan
titative. The results van Dongen obtained showed that the measurement
of the humeral head was the most accurate at determining biological se ,
with 0 accuracy. The ma imum scapular length was most accurate at
determining se , but he failed to give an e act accuracy rate. However,
he noted that the morphological features of the scapula are of little use
in determination of se . The minimum mid shaft circumference was the
most accurate dimension of the clavicle for se ing, but again he failed
to give an e act accuracy. In comparison with other groups, van Dongen
found that Australian Aborigines were within the normal range of hu
man variation. His study is beneficial in that it was the first ma or study
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to focus on the shoulder girdle as a whole with very precise measure
ments that measure every aspect of each of the bones and that it was a
population specific study. The issues with van Dongen’s study lie in its
ability to replicate and use his thoroughness of analysis when working
on an archaeological or forensic case when time is limited. It is also a
comparative study of Aborigines to other populations, so it does not give
a definitive method for determining se in other populations.
In 19 9, T. D. Stewart wrote Essentials of Forensic Anthropology: Especially as Developed in the United States, where he looked at
various aspects needed for the identification of an individual. He ad
dressed all components of the shoulder girdle, with the main focus on
Dwight’s scapulae and humeri data. Stewart focused on two features of
the scapula: the scapular length and the length of the glenoid cavity. Us
ing the data Dwight gave in his 1 94 Shattuck Lecture, Stewart measured
the scapular length from superior to inferior angle, although not speci
fied by Dwight, on 90 right scapulae from the Terry Collection. Both Af
rican and Caucasian, male and female specimens were used. His results
were consistent with Dwight’s in that any length less than 14cm were
female, any lengths greater than 1 cm were male, and any lengths from
14 16cm were indeterminate. Once again using the data from Dwight’s
1 94 Shattuck Lecture, Stewart measured the length of the glenoid cav
ity from the articular margin to the elevated bone of the supraglenoid
tubercle, although again
“The benefits of these methods are not specified by Dwight,
that they have been repeated with making sure no arthritic
consistent results, they are easy and lipping was included in
fast to use, multiple ancestries were the measurement. He
used, and they only require one bone measured 50 right scapu
las from the Terry Col
to determine sex. ”
lection of both African
Caucasian, and male/fe
male specimens. Again Stewart’s results were consistent with Dwight’s.
Glenoid cavity lengths measuring less than 34mm were female, greater
than 36mm male, and between 34 and 36mm indeterminate. The ben
efits of these methods are that they have been repeated with consistent
results, they are easy and fast to use, multiple ancestries were used, and
they only require one bone to determine se . The issues with Stewart’s
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methods are that the standard was based on individuals from the late
19th and early 20th century industrial working class, and they may not
be applicable to foreign populations, pre historic populations, or similar
populations in modern times.
In testing the humerus, Stewart used Dwight’s results from his
1905 study on the vertical humeral head diameter. He used 100 right hu
meri from the Terry collection consisting of both African and Caucasian,
and male and female dry specimens. Stewart obtained results similar
to that of Dwight’s, but not as close as with the scapular features. He
found a larger range of uncertainty between 43 and 45mm, as opposed
to between 45 to 46mm as Dwight found. He also found that cartilage
added 2mm to the diameter, thus indicating a reason for the difference in
the indeterminate range, as Dwight used fresh specimens. The benefits
of Stewart’s 19 9 humeral study are that it replicates Dwight’s results
with relative accuracy, with small differences resulting from presence
or absence of cartilage, and it is a quick and easy way to determine se .
The issues with this study are that the measurements were taken using
different specimen types, fresh and dry, and that the standard developed
may not be applicable to other populations, pre historic populations, or
modern populations of the geographic area.
In 2002, Luis Frutos composed a study in order to determine
an appropriate metric function standard to estimate sex of a rural Gua
temalan forensic sample using the scapula and clavicle. Si ty two male
and 35 female clavicles were used, and 65 male and 3 female scapulas
were used in the study. Two clavicular measurements and two scapu
lar measurements were taken. All measurements but the length of the
glenoid cavity were used in the computation of a discriminant function
on SSPS for Windows using the leave one out method due to the small
sample size. Frutos’ results indicated that male values were greater than
female values, with the se of the individual determined by looking at
the sectioning point vs. the discriminant score. If the discriminant score
was greater than the sectioning score, then the individual was male; if
the discriminant score was less than the sectioning score, then the indi
vidual was female. It was found that 5.6 to 94.
of individuals were
correctly classified by the functions. Frutos then tested the clavicular
measurements against North American standards and found very low
accuracy in se ing. Therefore, the benefits of Frutos’ method are that
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he developed a specific discriminant function for se determination in
a rural Guatemalan population, and others can determine discriminant
functions for specific populations based on his method using the clavicle
and scapula. The issue with his method is that it is population specific,
so if used on other populations the results will be inaccurate.
Frutos comprised another study in 2004 to develop a standard
discriminant function for sex estimation of a rural Guatemalan popula
tion using the humerus. He used 11 left humeri, from 50 males and 6
females, specimens from rural Guatemalan clandestine graves, which
were se ed based on their burial clothes. He measured si humoral di
mensions—ma imum length, ma imum head diameter, mid shaft cir
cumference, ma imum mid shaft diameter, minimum mid shaft diame
ter, and epicondyle breath—using identification and demarcation points
from Asala et al, 199 .
From these measure
“He found that males were larger than
ments Frutos computed females in all measurements and that
discriminant functions the two best features for sexing were
for each measurement. the humeral head diameter with 95.5%
He found that males accuracy and the epicondylar breadth
were larger than females with 91.1% accuracy. ”
in all measurements and
that the two best features for se ing were the humeral head diameter
with 95.5 accuracy and the epicondylar breadth with 91.1 accuracy.
Se was determined by comparing the discriminant score with the sec
tioning point. The discriminant score is the score assigned to each bone,
which will then determine which group a bone will belong to when com
pared to the sectioning score, the cutoff number that determines whether
a bone is male or female. If the discriminant score was greater than the
sectioning score, then the individual was male; if the discriminant score
was less than the sectioning score, then the individual was female. The
benefits of Frutos’ method are that it is a population specific, quantita
tive method for se ing a population and other populations can be se ed
using a discriminant function computed the same way as Frutos’. The is
sues with Frutos’ method are that it is population specific, thus it cannot
be used as a standard for outside populations, and that the determination
of se computed by the discriminant functions were compared to se
determined by the clothes the deceased was wearing, which is not an
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appropriate way to se an individual in a forensic or archaeological case.
In 2009, Gretchen R. Dabbs ree amined Dwight’s scapular
length data in order to determine its accuracy. She measured 03 indi
viduals 30 females and 495 males from the Hamann Todd Collec
tion. She found that there was a 96. 1 accuracy in se determination
when the measurement was less than 140mm or greater than 1 0mm,
thus clearly male or female. But, there was only 29.2
accuracy when
the measurement fell between 140 and 1 0mm, which is the ma ority of
the modern population. Thus, Dabbs concluded that Dwight’s 11 year
old method was not very accurate for current forensic cases due to mor
phological changes in the population. The benefit of Dabbs’ study was
that she showed that the current standard used in American forensic
cases is inaccurate the ma ority of the time and that a new standard for
modern populations must be developed for se determination based on
the current population.
The use of shoulder girdle components in se determination
of individuals in forensic and archaeological cases is a unique way of
sexing when the innomi
nate and or skull are not
“Only a handful of studies have
available for se ing. Only
looked at the shoulder girdle as a
a handful of studies have
way of determining the biological
looked at the shoulder gir
sex of a skeleton.”
dle as a way of determin
ing the biological se of a
skeleton. Thus, it is an area that has endless possibilities to be e plored
as long as one keeps in mind that se ing, ust like any other means used
to identify osteological remains, is population specific. It is clear, based
on literature, that the current standards for sexing are inadequate, thus
modern standards must be developed in order to accurately identify in
dividuals in modern forensic cases.
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Glossary
Decedent: An individual who has died.
Discriminant Function: A function of several variates used to assign
items into groups.
Endochondrial: The growth or development within cartilage.
Innominate: The two pelvic bones. The pelvis is actually comprised of
si bones: two ilium, two ischium, and two pubic bones.
Leave-One-Out Method: A type of statistical cross validation that uses
only a single observation from the original sample in order to validate
the data.
Metatarsals: The bones that comprise the main part of one’s foot, not
including the toes or the heel. There are five in each foot metatarsal
1 corresponds to the most medial metatarsal, and metatarsal five
corresponds to the most lateral metatarsal.
Ontogenesis: The development of an anatomical feature from its earliest
developmental stage to maturity.
Ossification: Developmental process of bone formation.
Ossify: To turn into bone or a boney tissue.
Osteological: Pertaining to bone.
Shoulder Girdle: The bones that form one’s shoulders the scapula
shoulder blade , clavicle collar bone , and pro imal top aspect of the
humerus upper arm bone .
SSPS for Windows: Statistical Package for the Social Sciences a
computer package for statistical data analysis on a Windows based
computer.
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Katharina C avano is a senior nonf i c t i o n m a j o r a nd a
New Jersey native. She loves to t r a v e l a nd r e c e nt l y
brought back a pet elephant from he r l a t e s t s o j o u r n t o
Sri La nk a . She hop es that her fu tu re w il l b ring tr av el ing, trekking, and, of course, writing a l l o v e r t he w o r l d .
But at the end of the day, she’s hap p y t o c u r l u p i n b e d
w i th her ca t, some tea, and a good b o o k .
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Jodi Undressed
I.
She began running away when she was five. She ran from her
Levittown, New ork, home, from her parents, and the life she had with
them. When she was eleven, she had even found a ob and a place to
live, before her parents foiled her plans, dragging her home once again.
She had planned to return to a dude ranch
“ S he began ru n - in Clinton Corners, New ork, where
ning away w hen she had vacationed with her family and
s he wa s f ive.”
fallen in love’ with the twelve year old
grandson of the owner. At her full height
already, she had called the owner and passed herself off as si teen and
said she would work for room and board at the ranch as a chambermaid.
Her father caught her at Grand Central Station ust before she was to
board her train to Poughkeepsie. The running ended when Jodi Doff was
si teen. By then, her parents were too tired to continue chasing her.

II.
It all began at Robbie’s Mardi Gras on Broadway and Times
Square in 19 5. After losing her ob as a file clerk at the law firm
Sennett and Krumholz in New ork City, she applied for a ob from
an ad she saw in the Village Voice classifieds. It asked for a barmaid,
no e perience necessary. It turned out that Jodi was working for one of
the largest topless bars in New ork City with three stages and about a
dozen registers behind the counter. That night, in ust a leotard, behind
the bar, she made more money than she ever did in a week as a file clerk
for Sennett and Krumholz. She made 5 that shift at the bar, much
more than the 2 an hour she had been making at the firm, before ta es.
She lied to her parents, still living at home Jodi told them that she was
working for a restaurant in the city. It wasn’t long before she tried her
hand at topless dancing, and for the first time in her life, she felt beautiful.
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She became known as JJ, or Double J to friends. Her namesake was a
pimp known as JJ Huntsberry. Because most of the bars she worked at
and frequented were mob owned, she chose to keep her real name a
secret, in an effort to protect Fred and Elayne Doff back in Levittown.

III.
Times Square was not always the great business district it is
famed to be today. Today, about 500,000 people pass through Time
Square every day, over thirty million people visit Times Square annually,
and the Times Square area makes more than 1.2 billion each year. Times
Square is home to the largest New ear’s Eve celebration in the world,
and, of course, retail galore, from Disney to Hershey and even MTV and
ESPN. This was not the case from the 1950s through close to the 1990s.
In 19 0, under Mayor Koch, the 42nd Street Development Pro ect began
and at the time was one of the largest urban renewal plans in the nation.
The Pro ect included thirteen acres, or about two city blocks along 42nd
Street between Broadway and Eighth Avenue, and planned to restore
seven historic theatres in an attempt to bring life back to the streets of
Times Square. But what spurred this movement was the se industry,
which in the 1950s began pushing illustrious old theatres out of business
and out of town, and was only aided and abetted by the legalization of
se shops in the 1960s and 19 0s.

IV.
Her first dance began in a borrowed blue and dirty g string and
someone else’s lucky heels up on center stage, as seemingly endless
Jodis smiled back at her in the
“Her fir s t danc e b e g an
mirrors that surrounded her.
in a bo r r o w e d b l u e a nd
Strengthened by the scent of
dirty g- s tr ing and s o me so many dancers before her, of
one els e ’ s l u c k y he e l s u p
cheap perfume and a litany of
on cente r s tag e, as s ee malcohols, she twirled and spun,
ingly end l e s s J od i s s m i l e d
finally the ob ect of so many
back at he r i n t he m i r r or s
men’s attention and desire. And
that sur r o u nd e d he r . ”
in this moment she became
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something beautiful, someone beautiful, someone wanting more than
ust to impress a father who paid no attention to her, showed her no
affection, always compared to her always pretty mother. Never enough.
Before it even began, the moment was shattered, someone was yelling
at her to perform oor work,’ or in other words, pretend that she was
on top. She had no experience to go off of, she had never seen herself
have se , she had never been on top, she had always on the bottom,
staring at the ceiling, hardly moving at all. Jodi was seventeen when she
danced that day and was fired from Robbie’s Mardi Gras not long after
for talking to niggers.’

V.
After her short stint at Robbie’s Mardi Gras, Jodi returned to
school and graduated from community college in 19 4 with an associate’s
degree in an act to appease her mother. She then transferred to N U’s
film school and studied acting. All she had wanted was to be on Johnny
Carson’s Tonight Show but she was too busy drinking and getting high
to memorize lines, and in 19 9, she dropped out of school and returned
to the topless bars. While in N U, she met Red Wolf, named for his
bright red hair, in Washington Square Park. They knew each other for
two weeks. In that two weeks they drank, and they drugged together:
heroin, cocaine, speed, amphetamines. A garbage head, Jodi would take
anything she could get. By the end of the two weeks, they e changed 5
rings at the Native American Church where they were both members:
Jodi because she had been running peyote from New ork to Boston,
and he because he had some idea that he was Native American. They
lived together for two and a half months in Jodi’s East Village one
bedroom apartment, along with Jodi’s roommate, Red Wolf’s brother,
Brown Wolf, and about half a dozen runaway kids from Washington
Square Park who slept on the oor. In an effort to get the apartment to
themselves, Red Wolf convinced Jodi that he had had an affair with her
roommate. In the middle of the night, she kicked her roommate, along
with everyone else that had been living in the apartment on her dime,
out.
Not long afterwards, Jodi came home one night after working at
the bar Guys and Dolls to find Red Wolf drunk in bed, in a robe, beret,
and eye patch with a Bible. He attempted to beat her to death with the
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Bible because she was a whore’ and he was going to beat Satan out
of her. He hated her ob, hated what she did, hated all the makeup she
wore for her ob, but never did he hate it enough to get his own. He
ushed 400 in cash down the toilet Satan’s money’ and, appealing
to the part of him that loved her, she cried and sobbed till the beating
stopped. She lay awake all night hoping he would die in his sleep and
called her mom from a pay phone the ne t morning. She returned to
him, still sleeping in her apartment, with her parents and the cops to
throw him out. They attempted to reconcile a few weeks later, and when
Jodi wouldn’t let Red Wolf back into their former apartment, he tried to
crack her head on the stoop.

VI.
It all began at Robbie’s Mardi Gras and it all ended at Paul’s
Mardi Gras, but in between there was The Butter y, with the giant,
pretty stained glass butter y and the brass poles, The Lollipop which
was opened by the same people as The Butter y after it closed, and then
Guys and Dolls. Jodi was also working as a freelance dancer for a go
go agency’ that handled topless dancers. Sent for a gig here, or a gig
there, she would make 5 a shift, no matter what, even without tips or
a little e tra cash on the side. All the bars were within a couple blocks
from each other and they all blended in together, the same people and
groups migrating from bar to bar each night till they couldn’t remember
where e actly they were. Often, Jodi would get off of a shift at night or
in the afternoon and go to another bar to visit other girls to drink and
drug while they danced. Some nights it was Billy’s Topless, a little dive
in Chelsea, or other nights it would be a bottomless club and while girls
walked around and danced without their bottoms, Jodi and her friends
would drink and talk. Some nights, Jodi could be found drinking at the
gay burlesque and hustler bars.
It was more than a friendship, this bond that Jodi had with the
other dancers and players in her circle, but less than a sisterhood. It had a
criminal element that tainted the clean idea of a sorority. It was survival.
They weren’t a family, they were a subculture, and they were fighting
and surviving a war together. It was us against them’ and they’ were
the work a days, the suits, all the people who looked down on how Jodi
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and the rest of the us’ made their living. It was survival. And if survival
meant getting locked in a bathroom with your best friend at the time, a
fellow dancer, holding a gun to your head, Jodi understood.

VII.
Unlike some of the na ve fourteen or fifteen year old girls Jodi
met while she was working in topless bars and tried to help or give
advice to, she herself was far from na ve when it came to se . She began
bar drinking with her guy friends around fourteen years old at The
Raven’s Nest, a topless bar in Long Island. They would go to shoot pool
and drink with truck drivers. By the time she began working at Robbie’s
Mardi Gras, she was more aware of se , burlesque, S and M, and porn
than the average seventeen year old was. Something had happened to
her in the summer between fifth and si th grade. She gained weight,
hit puberty, and Jodi, in large, thick rimmed, octagon shaped glasses,
grew uncomfortable with her body and with other people. She chopped
most of her dark, kinky curls off with a pair of kitchen shears and felt
inadequate and not good enough compared to others around her. By the
time she arrived at Robbie’s her entire value of herself was as a se ual
being. Once she was there, she could drink as much as she wanted,
whenever she wanted, and it worked out kind of perfectly. She suddenly
had the incredible opportunity to be an ob ect of desire while she was
up there dancing. All of a sudden, Jodi was popular. She was popular
because she was naked, and she was young but she felt gorgeous and
glamorous, and whatever it was that she lost along with the hair she
chopped off that summer, she gained it back and she mattered.

VIII.
While Jodi was still living at home, her parents had no idea what
she was doing or where she was actually working. It was ust another
bar in their minds until Jodi moved out of the house and told them where
she really was working. In an effort to ease their minds and change
their opinions about what a topless bar was really like, Jodi brought her
parents to Paul’s Mardi Gras to show them that it really wasn’t all that
bad. They knew only that she had been bartending but had no idea that
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she had become a topless dancer at Paul’s, which stretched half a city
block long, one of the biggest and most glamorous topless bars at the
time.
For the first time in her life, Elayne Doff sat on a barstool and
came face to face with the reality of her daughter’s life. Maybe a part
of her guessed at the situation, maybe a part of her didn’t want to know,
or maybe she really didn’t know what Jodi had been doing. What she
did know was that she couldn’t
control her daughter and her “For the f i r s t t i m e i n he r
daughter’s actions, so instead life, Ela y ne D o f f s a t o n a
she chose to try and have the best barstoo l a nd c a m e f a c e
connection possible to Jodi’s life. to face w i t h t he r e a l i t y o f
They had an open door policy, her dau ght e r ’ s l i f e . ”
and Jodi brought home everyone
in her life to meet her mother, for dinners, and for overnight stays. From
Manhattan to Levittown came Jodi and the prostitutes, Jodi and the
hustlers, Jodi and the Hell’s Angels, and they would all follow Elayne
around the house like puppy dogs looking for love and attention.
One afternoon, Elayne called Jodi up asking what color her eyes
were. She kept a rolode card with Jodi’s phone number and address on
one side, and on the other side, she had a list of all of Jodi’s features,
from her hair and eye color down to each and every tattoo and scar on
her body. Elayne feared that if the police found Jodi’s body dead on the
street, she wouldn’t be able to identify and retrieve her daughter’s body
from the morgue.

IX.
I first met Jodi in the summer of 1999 I was eight years old and
playing on our small front yard with my younger sister at our home in
New Jersey a block from the beach. She sat on the porch at the house
ne t door to us with several other women, laughing, talking, knitting,
and smoking cigarettes. They offered us Oreos out of the open blue
package, a treat not normally allowed past the doors of our big red
house. It was too tempting to pass up. Jumping over the garden and
crossing the short fifteen feet between our houses, I shyly grabbed the
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cream filled cookie. Spending time on their porch during the summers
became a tradition. I learned how to knit and crochet, picked up a couple
new swear words, and usually ust listened to their conversations. They
weren’t Sex and The City they were real women, real New orkers with
obs and PhDs, and I admired them and they encouraged me. I learned
about Fran’s ob at museums in New ork City, Debbie’s ne t book tour,
and sometimes stories and complaints from Jodi about her latest ob at
a magazine. She had at least a dozen tattoos, and they fascinated me. I
spent many hours asking her what each one was, why she got them and
how much they hurt. Each one usually had a story to go along with it
and always the moral not to get any. Of course, I thought of Jodi when
ten years later I got my first tattoo on my foot, and ust as she promised,
it hurt like hell.

X.
There’s no one cut and dry, clear reason or moment why Jodi
left Times Square for good around 19 4. But it helped that she fell in
love with Bear, a male prostitute who worked at the gay bar O’Neal’s
in Times Square. Neither of them wanted the other to continue working
in the se industry and it was enough to get her out. She began working
as a receptionist at High Times magazine, and from there worked in
the art department at National Lampoon till 19 6, and then moved to
advertising production at Playboy magazine. While working on getting
sober, Jodi met Debbie and they became fast friends and in the 90’s
began vacationing with a few other women in Ocean Grove, New Jersey
at the beach during the summers. In 1999, they started renting out the
house ne t door to us. Jodi was the production manager and supervisor
for the classified sections of twelve different magazines, including
Motorboating, Saltwater Sportsman, and Skiing during the years that
she rented the house in Ocean Grove. Four years ago, she moved back
to Jackson Heights, returning to where she began.
Jodi stopped coming to Ocean Grove a few years ago when she
lost her ob and went broke. She is currently working on her MFA at
a school in Massachusetts. She works throughout the semester on her
memoir with a mentor, and at the end of the semester, she goes up to the
school for about ten days to review her work alongside her peers in the
program. She now works at a no kill veterinarian’s office and animal
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shelter and adores it. She actually almost didn’t get the ob because of
her past in the se industry. Jodi doesn’t want to hide her past, and when
she began The Dirty Girl Diaries, a blog, in 2009, her story had already
been published in the anthology Hos, Hookers, Call Girls, and Rent
Boys under a pseudonym. She began using her real name on The Dirty
Girl Diaries because if she hadn’t, it would only be acknowledging that
her past should be hidden, but it’s who I was, and it’s made me who I
am today, and I can now help other people who are in similar situations
as I was and do something positive with my past.
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